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SESSION 1: SURFACE TRANSPORTATION [1]
The Influence of Advertising Billboards on Drivers’ Attention Allocation: The Effect of Billboards
Characteristics
Hadas Marciano, Peerly Setter
Ergonomics and Human Factors Unit
University of Haifa
Israel
We tested the influence of various characteristics of advertising billboard on the degree of driver's distraction,
performance, and safety. First, we defined three billboards' categories based on cluster analysis of a pilot experiment: 1)
"Loaded" – large amount of text and many written details in different colours; 2) "Graphical" – large amount of colourful
graphics; and 3) "Minimal" – few or no graphical elements, few colours, small amount of text with large letters. Second,
we conducted a driving simulator experiment with scenarios involving different perceptual load levels on the road and
the roadsides that were combined with critical events requiring an action to avoid accident. Each participant drove in
two scenarios without billboards and four with billboards of all categories. We found that 'loaded' and 'minimal'
billboards increased crashes proportion, RT, and the distance the vehicle passed from the start of the event until
response. The 'graphical' billboards generated considerably less interference, suggesting that in terms of safety they are
more appropriate. However, in the pilot experiment graphical billboards did interfere with a colour change identification
task that simulated a response to traffic lights. We therefore intend to explore the impact of graphical billboards on
response to traffic lights in more realistic settings.

Ergonomic Evaluation of Alternatives for Road Signs Design by Human Factors and Ergonomics Practitioners
Tamar Ben-Bassat, David Shinar, Monica Pronin, Raquel Almqvist, Jeff Caird, Robert Dewar, Esko Lehtonen, Paul
Salmon, Marion Sinclair, Heikki Summala, Lidia Zakowska
Industrial Engineering & Management
SCE - Shamoon College of Engineering
84 Jabotinski St. - Ashdod 77245
Israel
Drivers' understanding of road signs can be affected by the sign's ergonomic design. The goal of this study was to
evaluate road sign designs based on the signs' compliance with three ergonomic guidelines (Ben-Bassat and Shinar,
2006): physical and conceptual compatibility (between the message and the sign content), familiarity (the extent to
which drivers are familiar with the sign) and standardization (the extent to which colour and shape of the sign are
consistent for signs of the same category). Ninety-nine road signs were evaluated – 31 control signs (26 Vienna
Convention signs, two UN-recommended signs and three national signs), and 1 to 3 alternatives for each control sign
(with the same meaning as the control sign). Twenty-seven Human factors and ergonomics practitioners/experts from
10 countries evaluated the signs, using an on-line questionnaire. Analysis of variance across alternatives, based on the
generalized estimating equation (GEE) modelling technique, revealed great differences between the signs. For 19 out of
31 control signs, at least one of the alternative signs received significantly higher ergonomic rating. Future research will
test drivers' comprehension of the control vs. their most highly rated alternative signs, with an international sample of
drivers.
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Investigation of driving behaviour reflecting drivers’ risk anticipation for pedestrian collision risk
assessment of right-turns at intersections
Hiroshi Yoshitake, Motoki Shino, Hisashi Imanaga, Nobuyuki Uchida
The University of Tokyo
Japan
The objective of this study is to discover driving behaviour features that indicate pedestrian collision risk of right-turns
at intersections for collision risk assessment. Right-turns at intersections is a typical accident scene of vehicle-pedestrian
accidents in Japan, and if collision risk of this scene becomes measurable, driver assistance systems will be able to
prevent those accidents. To realize the objective, we focused on driving behaviour reflecting drivers’ risk anticipation.
Since collisions occur when drivers fail to anticipate risk correctly and driving behaviour is partially determined
considering the drivers’ anticipation, collision risk could be evaluated based on the driving behaviour features reflecting
risk anticipation. In order to discover the driving behaviour features, first, we analysed near-miss incident data with high
collision risk behaviour. Features of drivers’ visual scanning and longitudinal control were extracted as risk anticipatory
behaviour candidates. Next, we experimentally reproduced pedestrian collision threat scenes and investigated the
relationship between the candidates and collision risk. Evaluation indices based on drivers’ visual scanning behaviour
features showed significant correlation with pedestrian collision risk. From the results, it was clarified that pedestrian
collision risk is evaluable with drivers’ visual scanning behaviour, and the visual scanning behaviour features to realize
the evaluation were identified.

Modality effects of secondary tasks on hazard detection performance of younger and older pedestrians in a
simulated road crossing task
Jan Siegmann, Janna Protzak, Rebecca Wiczorek
Technische Universität Berlin
Germany
Older pedestrians are at higher risk of being involved in car crashes than younger pedestrians. As it is known from other
domains such as driving, dual-task demands represent an age-specific challenge. Thus, one possible reason for high
accident rates of older pedestrians might be the multitasking character of the road crossing situation. With regard to
safety, hazard detection represents the primary task. However, additional secondary tasks such as scanning for
obstacles, navigation, and walking are normally conducted simultaneously. Demands of tasks can be characterized
according to the Multiple-Resource Theory in visual perceptual, cognitive, and motoric. A laboratory experiment is
currently conducted using a pedestrian traffic simulation. Effects of three secondary tasks on hazard detection in road
crossing are compared for 20 older and 20 younger participants. Secondary tasks differ with regard to modalities (visual
search, n-back and simulated walking). Reaction time, accuracy and perceived workload serve as dependent variables.
Data will be analysed in order to investigate whether modality effects differ as a function of age. Theoretical
implications with regard to the Multiple-Resource Theory will be discussed and practical implications for designing
potential technical assistance will be suggested.
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SESSION 2: CONTROL ROOM PERFORMANCE AND
OPTIMISATION
Changes in operators’ performance and situation awareness after periods of non-use in process control
Merle Lau, Barbara Frank, Annette Kluge
Work, Organisational and Business Psychology
Ruhr-University Bochum
Germany
Process control operators are required to simultaneously process the interplay of cross-coupled variables in order to
either assess a process state or predict the dynamic evolution of the plant. They have to mentally envisage the change
rates of cross coupled variables and need to develop sensitivity for the right timing of decisions. In that respect,
situation awareness is a highly relevant result of learning processes and extensive practice. In the present study,
operators’ performance and situation awareness decay after a period of non-use were investigated. 80 participants
were trained in performing a parallel sequence in an initial training (week 1). After a period of non-use (week 3) all
participants had to execute the initially learned task again. Two experimental groups received either a Practice or
Symbolic Rehearsal-refresher intervention in week 2. A third experimental group was supported by a specially designed
Interface (gaze-guiding tool) in week 3. The control group received no intervention/support. Situation awareness was
measured by eye-tracking data by analysing areas of interest (as indicators for a prospective cue search) and fixation
times (of irrelevant information). The results indicate as assumed that refresher interventions, in particular Practicerefresher interventions, are effective to maintain situation awareness after a period of non-use.

Using eye tracking to explore design features in nuclear control room interfaces
Alexandra Fernandes, Sathiya Kumar Renganayagalu, Maren H. Rø Eitrheim
Industrial Psychology Division, Safety Man-Technology-Organization (MTO)
Institute for Energy Technology (IFE)
Norway
The main goal of this study was to analyse the impact of specific innovative design features in nuclear control room
digital interfaces. We used a within-subject experimental approach, where the same participants responded to the same
blocks of questions in two conditions: with innovative designs – including bar graphs, mini-trends, pie-charts, etc. – and
a control condition where the same process information was presented through numerical information only. A
simplified task was designed to collect the response time and accuracy through a tablet: the participants were
presented with consecutive questions regarding the process status that required them to scan the process displays and
report values of targeted components and decide on the accuracy of statements on current plant processes. Nine
experienced operators participated and three wore eye-tracking glasses. We focused on the questions that presented
the larger differences between the control and the innovative conditions (both time and accuracy). The eye-tracker
allowed us to further explore performance data and get a deeper understanding of the errors and delays in the
responses. We discuss the differences in the search patterns in both conditions and assess the value and requirements
for using eye tracking within the specific context of nuclear control room interfaces.
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A mixed-method evaluation of alarm responses in a space mission control room
Michael Kristensen, Judy Edworthy, Scott Reid
School of Psychology, Plymouth University
Plymouth, Devon
United Kingdom
This paper presents an ethnographic study carried out at the European Space Agency in Darmstadt, Germany. The study
aims to provide an evidence-based qualitative and quantitative description of natural (i.e. non-experimental)
alarmscape experiences (i.e. the experience of sound alarms) and behaviour of space controllers in a mission control
room. Seven work shifts involving four space controllers were documented through the use of wearable and fixed video
cameras and sound recorders. The paper demonstrates how this data can be analysed in order to integrate 1st person,
2nd person, and 3rd person perspectives of the subjective experiences and the cognitive-behavioural responses of the
space controllers. Departing from an analysis of their behaviour prior to, during, and after episodes with sound alarms
going off, the paper extends into a wider discussion of the methodological challenges involved in the evaluation of
cognitive-behavioural responses to sound in a naturalistic setting.

Investigating and learning from a false alarm event onboard the International Space Station (ISS)
Brit-Eli Danielsen, Jens Olgard Dalseth Røyrvik, Carina Helle Berg, Knut Robert Fossum
Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Space (CIRiS)/NTNU Samfunnsforskning
Norway
In November 2015 a payload located in the Columbus module of the International Space Station (ISS) issued a false fire
alarm onboard while performing a maintenance activity from ground. Inside the payloads incubator there are several
replaceable units. At the time of the incident several of these units were removed and this configuration caused a
sensor to fail high when the ground operator tried to power the missing unit. Although the team responsible for the
payload operations has been operating successfully since 2005, and the operator was one of the more experienced, the
incident could be given a the simplified explanation of human error. However, in this paper we will discuss the
underlying causes leading up to the incident by looking beyond the single human error and investigate the incident in
the context of safety culture (Guldenmund 2000, Reason 1998). More specifically we will show how practical drift, “the
slow steady uncoupling of local practices from written procedure” (Snook 2002: 220), can be seen as an organizational
drift resulting from changed socio-technical frame conditions (Bijker 1997) and drift to danger due to conflicting
systemic goals (Cook & Rasmussen 2005). Understanding the fundamental processes and underlying factors of the event
is important for the team to learn, improve and prevent future unwanted incidents.
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SESSION 3: HMI AND USER EXPERIENCE [1]
Does brand information change users’ initial and later evaluations of website appeal?
Daniel Bradley, Siné McDougall, Julie Kirkby
Faculty of Science & Technology
Bournemouth University
Fern Barrow, Poole, BH12 5BB
United Kingdom
Research has shown that first impressions are important when making evaluations of website appeal (e.g. Lindgaard,
Fernandes, Dudek & Brown, 2006; Lindgaard, Dudek, Sen, Sumegi & Noonan, 2011). However, relatively little is known
about how evaluations of appeal may be shaped by other information which is available to us (but see Thielsch,
Blotenberg & Jaron, 2014). Of particular interest was the possibility that prior knowledge of brand information would
shape users’ evaluations, since brand identity is thought to be critical in shaping consumers’ decisions (e.g. Cho & Oh,
2012; de Angeli, Hartmann & Sutcliffe, 2009). Using 3 matched sets of websites, participants were given positive,
negative or no brand information prior to evaluating appeal. They were given either 500ms, 6s, or an unlimited time to
make appeal judgements. Eye movements were tracked in order to examine whether what they attended to related
systematically to the appeal judgements made. This made it possible to examine (a) how prior brand information may
change later appeal evaluations (b) how users’ evaluations of websites may change over time and (c) whether eye
tracking can inform us about the information used in making decisions about website appeal. The implications of our
findings will be discussed.

Can User eXperience Affect Buying Intention? A Case Study on the Evaluation of Exercise Equipment
Giuseppe Fedele, Mario Fedriga, Silvano Zanuso, Simon Mastrangelo, Francesco Di Nocera
Scientific Research Department, Technogym S.P.A.
Cesena
Italy
Treadmills are increasingly loaded with digital technology for assisting the individual during the workout sessions by
providing relevant information for tracking the physical activity (e.g. heart rate). Also, this technology makes exercise
more pleasurable by keeping the user connected to her/his digital ecosystem (e.g. social networking, access to
multimedia content). Although there is an increasing interest in digital technologies to be used in fitness, a cursory
literature search shows that the interest towards gym equipment is currently limited to the hardware component, thus
making biomechanics the focus of the investigation. Other types of contributions are very rare and mostly focused on
the design of tools for special populations (e.g. elderly, disabilities) as well as for promoting physical activity monitoring
(eHealth). In the present study, twenty-three individuals were tested after using a treadmill (Technogym S.p.A.)
equipped with an interface allowing equipment and training management, activity monitoring and user entertainment.
Information on the perceived usability of the interface was collected and analysed along with opinions about buying
intention and estimated pricing. Results indicated a significant influence of perceived usability of the interface on the
intention of buying the whole system, thus suggesting the existence of a ROI of Human-Centred Design strategies.
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Don’t ask questions - using pictorial scales for the evaluation of usability and user experience
Jürgen Baumgartner, Andreas Sonderegger, Jürgen Sauer
Department of Psychology, University of Fribourg
Research Group "Cognitive Ergonomics and Work Psychology"
Switzerland
Most methods to evaluate technical systems are based on spoken or written language (e.g. rating scales, think aloud
protocols, interviews, questionnaires). These instruments are only accessible to people with sufficient reading and
language comprehension skills. To meet the needs of users who have difficulties with language comprehension (e.g.
non-native speakers, dyslexic people, children), the project’s aim is to develop a pictorial scale, measuring the concepts
usability and user experience. In a first step, a bipolar pictorial scale has been developed, consisting of three visual
elements: system to be evaluated, emotions experienced during system use and satisfaction with the system. A usercentred and iterative design approach was used to create and improve the scale. Think-aloud protocols were used to
check for comprehensibility. The scale has been tested in three studies (N1=60; N2=43; N3=40). The pictorial scales
showed medium to high correlations with the System Usability Scale (SUS) as well as with the Post Study System
Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ). This suggests that the development of the pictorial scale may be a promising
endeavour, offering a nonverbal access to the evaluation of technical systems.

The eyes may not have it: User evaluation does not always relate to what we attend to on websites
Sine McDougal
Psychology Department
University of Bournemouth
United Kingdom
Website usability research utilising eye tracking assumes there is a systematic relationship between what users attend
to and the evaluations and decisions they make (e.g., Nainwal, 2013). The present research examined users’ eye
movements as they evaluated the informativeness or appeal of websites. When evaluating informativeness, participants
made more fixations and spent longer examining areas of written detail in comparison to pictorial areas. The reverse
pattern of eye movements was observed when users evaluated website appeal. When asked for the reasons for
decisions they made, participants evaluating appeal reported features associated with visual design (e.g. colour and
design) while those evaluating informativeness reported ease of navigation and access to information more often. This
suggests a systematic relationship between eye tracking and user evaluations. However, users’ evaluation ratings were
the same irrespective of whether they were evaluating appeal or informativeness. This applied even when participants
were shown websites for such short durations that effective eye movements were not possible. This suggests there may
sometimes be a disconnect between participants’ eye movements, their introspections, and their evaluation decisions.
Findings are interpreted in the light of research suggesting that we can evaluate the global properties of scenes
extremely rapidly (Green & Oliva, 2009).
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SESSION 4: AVIATION
Performance and Workload Using Low-Cost Gaze-Control for Simulated Flight Tasks
Ulrika Ohlander, Oscar Linger, Veronica Hägg, Linn Nilsson, Åsa Holmqvist, Sandra Durefors, Jens Alfredson, Erik Prytz
Saab AB
Sweden
The current study had two aims. The first aim was to explore the utility of simple, low-cost technologies in a rapid
prototyping and testing environment for aviation. The second aim was to use such an environment to compare a novel
interaction device (a low-cost gaze control interaction device) to a familiar interaction device (computer mouse).
Method: Thirty participants performed two scenarios with each interaction device. The software MATB-II provided
simulated flight tasks and recorded performance. Also, mental workload was assessed by the NASA Task Load Index
(TLX) questionnaire after each scenario. Results: The results showed that gaze control resulted in significantly higher
overall mental workload than computer mouse. Performance was better with mouse in two of the four tasks.
Conclusions: With regards to the first aim, the study demonstrated the value of low-cost technology for initial user
testing before using more expensive, higher-fidelity environments. With regards to the second aim, the computer
mouse resulted in better performance and lower mental workload. This may be due to higher user familiarity with
computer mouse interaction, or due to limitations of the gaze control equipment and insufficient adjustments of the
interface design to optimize for gaze control.

Eye activity measures as indicators of drone operators’ workload and task completion strategies
Philippe Rauffet, Assaf Botzer, Alexandre Kostenko, Christine Chauvin, Gilles Coppin
Lab-STICC UMR CNRS 6285
Université Bretagne Sud
France
We studied whether eye activity patterns in a simulated drone operating task could be associated with workload levels
and task completion strategies. Participants sent drones to suspected areas according to messages they received and
according to self-initiated search. They were also required to validate whether suspected targets are indeed hostile prior
to attacking them. We tested whether the number of suspected targets affected the number of eye transitions between
task zones and whether it affected fixation durations on different task zones. We found that operators made less
transitions between task zones as the number of targets increased. This was because they focused more on one zone
and not the others. Interestingly, the zone they attended relatively more was the one they needed for attacking targets
and not the ones where targets usually appeared. This was probably because attacking required extended cognitive
operations. Findings demonstrated that eye activity patterns can be used to infer about task completion strategies and
to identify workload levels, once these strategies are described. Workload levels and task completion strategies should
therefore be studied by a combination of hypothesis driven and exploratory driven methods. Eye activity patterns can
then be used as triggers for assisting overloaded operators.
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How to trust each other when we do not know? Interpersonal trust in collaborative activities of French
aviators in joint operations
Anne Lise Marchand & Colin Blättler
French Air Force Research Centre
Human Factors and Operations Environment Department
France
The concept of collective activity is widely developed in ergonomics. Collective activities refer to a successful model of
team activity where group tasks are performed by a federated group, sharing goals, values and working methods (Caroly
& Barcellini, 2013). Yet modern military activities do not correspond to these collective activities, but rather to degraded
team activities. In these collaborative activities, soldiers of the French Air Force do not know in advance and do not
work systematically co-localized. In the same purpose, they lead different, complementary and expert activities relying
on complex and secure media and tools. This research proposes to differentiate two types of team activity (collective
activity and collaborative activity) based on interpersonal trust. Indeed, interpersonal trust is considered fundamental in
team activities. This research was led with aviators and based on two complementary methods: interviews and "Social
Representation Method" (Abric, 2003). Results from interviews highlight the fact that interpersonal trust plays an
important role in that kind of team activities. Results from "Social Representation Method" show that the social
representation of interpersonal trust varies in collaborative and collective activity. Specifically, this research will help
French Air Force to anticipate collaborative activities during Joint Operations by identifying conducive elements to
interpersonal trust. Training and tools dedicated to Joint Operations could also benefit from those results. In addition,
these results will allow experimental studies that will test the impact of specific interpersonal trust' element on
workload or efficiency. Finally, the notion of collaborative activity is proposed here to complement the collective activity
notion in the theoretical field of ergonomics.
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SESSION 5: HMI AND USER EXPERIENCE [2]
Predicting Driver Intentions: a study on users’ intention to use
Dorothea Langer, André Dettmann, Veit Leonhardt, Timo Pech, Angelika C. Bullinger, Gerd Wanielik
Professorship of Ergonomics and Innovation Management
Technische Universität Chemnitz
Germany
Future driver assistance systems (ADAS) need driver intention prediction. This can help to configure ADAS by
(de)activating them in context specific situations where the driver intends to perform a certain action. User’s
acceptance of such systems is crucial for their usage. In the present study, an algorithm predicted lane change
intentions by combining head movement and surrounding information. An automatic turn indicator function made the
prediction visible and was used to examine acceptance of such a system. Twenty-one participants drove ten passing
manoeuvres, in two manoeuvres activating the indicator manually and in eight manoeuvres with automatically activated
indicator. System acceptance was assessed with the Van der Laan-Scale and a questionnaire on Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology. Additionally we investigated the activation moment of the indicator as an objective
performance measure. Acceptance measures showed intermediate judgements and a low usage intention, each with
ample standard deviations. Social influence was the strongest predictor of usage intention whereas the activation
moment of the indicator hardly contributed to the explained variance of usage intention. It is concluded that the
intention prediction is evaluated mainly sceptically, while also including excited judgements. This result is discussed with
regard to the function using it.

Driver sleepiness detection based on visual features evaluation - a driving simulator study
Alina Mashko, Petr Bouchner, Stanislav Novotný
Czech Technical University in Prague
Faculty of Transportation Sciences, K616
Konviktska 20, Prague 1, 110 00
Czech Republic
The article provides a study of driver fatigue experimental research on interactive driver simulator. Visually available
face features, movements of eyes and facial expression in particular, are followed with the help of distant eye tracker.
The driver behaviour of sleep deprived participants is observed and compared to that of the rested drivers. This
research targets sparing the key features of driver behaviour for further implementation in detection methods of driver
fatigue in the human-machine interface of modern and future cars.
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Negative Attitudes Towards Cyclists and Acceptance of New ADAS
Marco De Angelis, Víctor Marín Puchades, Federico Fraboni, Luca Pietrantoni, Gabriele Prati
University of Bologna
Italy
The shift towards automation and safer vehicles will involve more and more use of technological advancements such as
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). Nevertheless, these technologies need to meet user’s perceived needs to
be purchased and be implemented. Based on the Automation Acceptance Model (AAM), this study analyses the main
determinants of drivers intention of use of an ADAS aimed at cyclists and pedestrian detection. We administered a
questionnaire to 306 Italian drivers measuring intention to use, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and trust on
the system, and negative attitudes towards cyclists. In addition to testing the hypothesis, derived from the AAM,
negative attitudes towards cyclists were included in the path model as an external factor predicting lower intention to
use. Path analysis results showed that perceived ease of use, trust in the automation and negative attitudes towards
cyclists are direct predictors of intention of use of the ADAS. The results highlight the importance of attitudes towards
other road users in the intention to use new ADAS aimed to improve their safety.

Disability-friendly website design for nondisabled users: the consequences of implementing easy language
Sven Schmutz, Andreas Sonderegger, Juergen Sauer
Department of Psychology
University of Fribourg
Switzerland
Using easy language is an approach to make text on websites more accessible for people with different kinds of
disabilities (e.g., cognitive, hearing or visual impairments). The aim of this study was to examine possible side-effects of
website design using easy language on nondisabled users. In a one-factorial experimental design, a website’s language
complexity was manipulated on two levels (conventional language vs. easy language), according to established easy
language guidelines. In a usability test, each participant carried out six tasks on one of the websites. A broad range of
performance measures (task completion rate, task completion time and text comprehension) and subjective measures
(usability, aesthetics, workload and affect) were taken. The results indicated that easy language on websites improved
text comprehension for nondisabled users but it also led to an increase in reading time and reduced their liking of the
text. The implications for practitioners involved in Web design are discussed.
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Realization and Evaluation of an HMI design concept for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems in urban
Traffic
Martin Götze, Maximillian Wallinger, Klaus Bengler
Technische Universität München, Institute of Ergonomics
Germany
In the future, full use of advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS) will move from highways and freeways to urban
areas. This additional ADAS use case may require the communication of additional information and warnings.
Furthermore, the way information and warnings are currently presented will need to change due to new technologies
such as the head-up display or a force feedback paddle. Consequently, a new HMI concept presenting the different
ADAS needed to be developed and evaluated iteratively with a more generic, driver-focused and action-oriented
approach including the aforementioned components complemented by the instrument cluster and acoustic feedback.
The aim of this concept is to drive safely, efficiently and comfortably. For this experiment, 30 participants performed a
driving task in a simulated urban environment operating either the new HMI concept or an icon-based concept to
display the needed information. Statistical tests were performed to examine differences in reaction times to warnings
and recommended actions, the workload level using the NASA-TLX and the SUS questionnaire to rate the usability score.
Some interesting differences were found. In sum, this paper shows the benefits of a new urban HMI concept taking into
account working existing solutions.
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SESSION 6: HIGHLY AUTOMATED DRIVING
Were they in the loop during automated driving? Links between visual attention and crash potential
Tyron Louw, Ruth Madigan, Oliver Carsten, Natasha Merat
Institute for Transport Studies
University of Leeds
United Kingdom
Vehicle automation promises to relieve drivers from the moment-to-moment demands of driving, to engage in other,
non-driving related, tasks. However, it is important to gain an understanding of drivers’ capacity to resume manual
control, should such a need arise. As automation removes vehicle control-based measures as a performance indicator,
other metrics must be explored. This driving simulator study assessed drivers’ gaze fixations during partially-automated
(SAE Level 2) driving, on approach to critical and non-critical events. Using a between-participant design, 75 drivers
experienced automation in one of five conditions, which used different levels of screen visibility and secondary tasks to
induce varying levels of engagement with the driving task. The manipulations influenced drivers’ first point of gaze
fixation after they were asked to attend to an evolving event. Differences resolved within one second and visual
attention allocation adapted with repeated events, yet crash outcome was not different between groups. Drivers who
crashed in the critical event showed an erratic pattern of eye fixations towards the road centre on approach to the
event, while those who did not demonstrated a more stable pattern. Automated driving systems should direct drivers’
attention to hazards no less than 6s in advance of an adverse outcome.

Driver takeover quality subsequent to engagement in different tasks in a conditionally automated vehicle
Ebru Dogan, Anne Guillaume
VEDECOM Institute
France
The increasing levels of vehicle automation, which handle both lateral and longitudinal control, free the driver from
constantly monitoring the roadway and allow engagement in a non-driving related task. The effect of these tasks on the
driver performance in a takeover situation is not comprehensively understood yet. The aim of the current research was
to investigate how engaging in different non-driving-related tasks (watching a video clip versus writing an email)
influenced reaction time and takeover quality in different situations (an obstacle in the lane versus missing lane marks).
A driving simulator study was carried out and data were collected from 41 drivers. A mixed-design with the takeover
situation as a between-groups factor and the non-driving-related task as a within-subjects factor was applied. Reaction
time in the obstacle situation was shorter than that in the missing lane marks situation. There was no effect of the nondriving-related task on the reaction time. Watching a video clip seemed to impair the takeover quality more than writing
an email; however, the difference was not systematically significant. The current findings indicate the importance of
understanding the takeover quality, as well as the reaction time, to enable a safe transition of control in an automated
vehicle.
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Self-regulation in dealing with secondary tasks during highly automated driving
Bernhard Wandtner, Gerald Schmidt, Nadja Schoemig, Wilfried Kunde
Adam Opel AG
Germany
During highly automated driving people are likely to increase the frequency of secondary task interactions. However,
the driver shall still be able to take over control within a reasonable amount of time. Previous studies mainly
investigated take-over behaviour by forcing participants to engage in secondary tasks prior to take over. Accordingly,
there is a lack of research on the mediating role of drivers' self-regulatory behaviour. In the current simulator study 20
participants completed a test drive with alternating sections of manual and highly automated driving. One group had a
preview of upcoming sections of the track (predictive HMI), while the other drivers served as a control group. A texting
task was offered during both driving modes and also prior to take-over situations. Participants were free to accept or
reject a given task, taking the situational demands into account. Drivers accepted more tasks during highly automated
driving. Furthermore, tasks were rejected more often prior to take-over situations in the predictive HMI group. This led
to safer take-over performance. However, once engaged in a task, most drivers continued texting even when there was
a take-over request. The results indicate to discriminate two phases in task handling regarding self-regulation: task
planning and execution.

Reactions to critical events after a take-over situation in highly automated driving
Tobias Vogelpohl, Matthias Kühn, Mark Vollrath
Technische Universität Braunschweig
Institute of Psychology, Department of Traffic and Engineering Psychology
Germany
Drivers in highly automated vehicles will likely be allowed to use technical devices or in-car infotainment systems.
However, there will be situations where system limits are reached and manual control is required. It is not yet clear how
the resumption of manual control after distracted automated driving influences reactions to critical events shortly after
the take-over. Situation awareness may be diminished and driving behaviour may not be adequate to the situation. We
analysed the reactions of 60 participants to five complex take-over scenarios with unexpected events after the takeover request in a driving simulator study. Participants were grouped into two distracted automated conditions, a
monitoring condition and a manual driving condition. Indicators of driving behaviour were comparable between the
automated and the manual driving groups. However, distracted automated drivers showed delays of up to five seconds
regarding the first gaze to the side mirror and the first gaze to the speed gauge compared to manual drivers. Looking
only at driving behaviour may therefore be misleading. It seems that drivers need more time to develop a full situation
awareness, which influences minimum take-over times. Moreover, additional driver assistance systems could be useful
to safely shift from automated driving to manual control.
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SESSION 7: SURFACE TRANSPORTATION [2]
Comparing different types of the track side view in high speed train driving
Niels Brandenburger, Mareike Stamer, Anja Naumann
DLR
Germany
The introduction of high speed trains featuring an increasing number of automated components raises imperative
questions concerning the future tasks and the general role of the train driver. Previous work showed that train
protection systems provoke train drivers to relocate their visual attention from the track side towards the displays
within the cabin. The introduction of high speed routes allowing automatic train operation (ATO) has major implications
that question the importance of the outside view for the train driver: (1) All relevant driving parameters are displayed
within the cabin in high speed railway operations. (2) Supervisory tasks based on in-cab display information shift into
the train driver´s focus. This study investigates the influence of three differently sized outside views (real size, monitor
size, none) on a) the allocation of visual attention towards displays and the track, measured by of Eye-Tracking
parameters and b) the situation awareness of the train driver supervising a high speed train featuring ATO measured
with the SPAM method. Empirical data will be presented for both research questions. The implications will be discussed
in order to identify how the delivery of relevant information in the context of the changing train driver’s task can be
facilitated.

A framework for human factors analysis of railway OTDR data
Nora Balfe
Centre for Innovative Human Systems
Trinity College Dublin
Ireland
Railway operations are increasingly captured using digital technologies, such as on-train-data-recorders (OTDR) which
record all control inputs by the train driver along with other metrics including speed, distance travelled, and GPS
coordinates. This data is typically used for fleet management, providing engineers with additional fault-finding data for
each train. However, the data may also have a potential human factors application in analysing and improving railway
operations, for example by providing leading indicators of train driver performance or highlighting infrastructure
sections correlated with poor driving performance across all drivers. This research explores the possible use of such
data, and the barriers to be overcome in its application, including the size of the data sets, the reliability of the data and
the identification of useful features or metrics within the data. A framework of a typical train journey is presented,
breaking the journey into segments within which the OTDR data can be analysed. The key metrics available from the
OTDR that may be applicable to each journey segment are discussed, along with the potential benefits of utilising the
data in this context and a roadmap for future research in the area.
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Impact of interface sonification with touchless gesture command in a car
Ludovic Jaschinski, Sébastien Denjean, Jean-François Petiot, Franck Mars, Vincent Roussarie
IRCCyN, UMR CNRS 6597, Ecole Centrale de Nantes
France
This experiment aims to study the impact of the sonification of a hand gesture controlled system on the driver
behaviour. The principle is to give an auditory feedback to the driver, in addition to a screen, in order to assist in-car
devices interface manipulation. A touchless interface has been tested with a panel of 24 subjects on a driving simulator.
Different tasks (pick up the phone, select an item in a list) involving a screen and the interface were asked to the user
while driving. To study the contribution of the sound feedback on the drivers’ behaviour, two audio conditions were
tested: with and without auditory feedback. The tasks were performed in lowly and highly demanding traffic conditions.
Driving and gaze behaviour as well as eye-tracking information were analysed. Moreover, a questionnaire was used to
obtain subjective measurements, such as ease of use and feeling of safety. The results showed that the sonification
helped drivers to feel safer and more focused on the road. This result was confirmed with eye-tracking, which showed
that drivers looked significantly less to the interface screen when sound was presented, leading to a safer use of the
interface.

Car following techniques: reconsidering the role of the human factor
Antonio Lucas-Alba, Maria T. Blanch, Teresa Bellés, Ana M. Ferruz, Óscar M. Melchor, Luis C. Delgado, Francisco Ruíz,
Mariano Chóliz
Psychology and Sociology
University of Zaragoza
Spain
The need to keep the right distance while following a car is a fundamental tenet in road traffic (Saifuzzaman & Zheng,
2014). Building upon technical knowledge on road making (e.g., HCM, 2010), and traffic laws, drivers’ are taught that
compromising with a safe distance is essential. And, particularly when traffic becomes forced, safety distance is tightly
kept by most drivers. Recent car-following models (Sugiyama et al., 2008) have focused on the spontaneous emergence
of traffic jams resulting from the properties of a system of interacting vehicles. When certain speed, density and intervehicular distance join, traffic jams emerge. The conclusion after the so-called Nagoya experiment is straightforward:
safety distance keeps safe following but may also promote unstable traffic flows. Drawing upon these and other
phenomena (e.g., wave movement in nature) two elementary car-following techniques emerge: Driving to keep
Distance (DD) vs Inertia (DI). We have compared them in three experimental studies done with a driving simulator
(N=112). Several affective (skin conductance) and performance measures (accelerations, decelerations, average speed,
distance to leader) were taken from individual drivers. This paper summarizes the results but as an overall indicator,
they announce consistently that DI trips consume less fuel (about 20%) than DD ones.
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SESSION 8: HEALTH
A method for quantitative estimates of risk probability in user risk assessment
Monica Tavanti, Lee Wood
Device Development Europe, F. Hoffmann La-Roche
Basel
Switzerland
Risks analysis requires that foreseeable risks related to usage of medical products are assessed and that mitigations are
in place, so that use related hazards are as low as reasonably practicable. International standards (notably EN-ISO14971)
suggest that “foreseeable sequences of events that can produce hazardous situations and harm” should be considered
since: “hazard cannot result in harm until […] a sequence of events […] lead to a hazardous situation”. Sequence of
events is probabilistic, and should be described considering the probability of hazards leading to hazardous situations
(P1), and the probability of hazardous situations leading to harms (P2). P1 and P2 are essential in that their joint
probability defines the likelihood of occurrence of harm, the “physical injury or damage to the health of people”.
Whilst the standard suggests that initiating events based on users’ errors have to be considered, it does not clarify how
to connect the probability of hazardous situations occurring (P1) and the probability of hazardous situation leading to
harm (P2) with the probability that users may commit those errors. The present work proposes a method which enables
quantitative estimations of users’ errors’ and clearly relates them to P1 and P2 estimates, in a quantitative manner.

Fitness to drive of chronic users of antidepressants, anxiolytics, and hypnotics (ICADTS-III)
Joke van Dijken, Janet Veldstra, Dick de Waard, Karel Brookhuis, Nick van der Sluiszen, Annemiek Vermeeren, Eef
Theunissen, Jan Ramaekers, Aurora van de Loo, Joris Verster
University of Groningen, Department of Psychology
Groningen
The Netherlands
The International Council on Alcohol, Drugs and Traffic Safety (ICADTS) classifies the impairing properties of medicinal
drugs with regard to driving into three categories: Category I (presumed safe), Category II (moderate adverse effects),
and Category III (potentially dangerous). This classification is largely based on studies with brief drug use by healthy
participants. Chronic drug users however may develop a tolerance for side effects and thus might be fit to drive. In the
Netherlands ten thousands of persons chronically use Category III drugs and are consequently legally not allowed to
drive. For the mobility of these people it is important to investigate whether the current rules regarding drug use and
driving are too strict. The present study included participants who had been using Category III antidepressants,
anxiolytics, and hypnotics for longer than six months. Healthy control participants were matched by gender, age, and
driving experience to users of Category III drugs. The hypothesis within the current study states that there is no
difference in fitness to drive between healthy control participants and the users of category III drugs. The hypothesis
was tested using not only the ‘gold standard’ for determining the influence of drugs on fitness to drive (a motorway
drive in an instrumented car), but also with a neuropsychological test battery and rides in a driving simulator to obtain a
better insight into the determinants of fitness to drive. The study was conducted at the universities of Maastricht,
Utrecht and Groningen. Results of the data that were collected at the University of Groningen will be presented.
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What do you Really want? - Reveal hidden users´ needs with contextual Co-Creation
Martin Jentsch, Niels Clausen-Stuck, Gerhard Krämer
designaffairs GmbH
Balanstraße 73 | Haus 32, 81541 München
Germany
User research activities to gain insights about customer´s preferences and needs for new products or services are well
known and often applied in early concept stages of the development process. Methods of Design Thinking such as Cocreation or participatory design are well established. However, since Users are not trained design professionals, the
ideation and design sessions often end up in an assembly of concept elements with low innovation impact, not balanced
and not well curated. Behind these “Concept-Frankensteins”, the actual needs and perspectives of the users are hidden
and need to be revealed. This paper presents how to tackle this challenge by combining re-enactments, interviews,
observations and prototyping in Co-Creation sessions, shown on a Siemens Healthcare Diagnostic Imaging CT Case
Study. It is explained how to gain broad and deep insights in early stages of the development process, e.g. by life-size
mock-ups to create analogous, but openly creative settings with on the fly concept solutions and designs addressing the
discussed ideas. The paper is naming pitfalls, golden rules and detailed recommendations of successful Co-Creation and
how the gained insights can be conveyed in concept creation for ideation. It closes with a discussion of challenges and
limitations of the approach.

Field and controlled lab studies into the E4 wearable biosensor: Examination of the quality of the
physiological data, usability of the sensor, and experiences of the user
Matthijs Noordzij, Hendrika G. Van Lier
Department of Cognitive Psychology and Ergonomics
University of Twente
The Netherlands
The consumer market is being flooded with wearable technology (in wrist-worn, watch form) that can measure
physiological signals. However, there are still very few wearable bio-sensors, with this form factor, that promise data
quality sufficient for scientific research. Currently, one of the exceptions is the E4 sensor, which measures electrodermal
activity, blood volume pulse, accelerometry and skin temperature. We have conducted a controlled lab study in which
we compared the signals from the E4 with standard state-of-the-art recordings of the physiological signals. In addition,
we performed several field tests in which we examined the data quality when people were wearing the sensor in their
daily life. In these field tests we also examined the usability and wear comfort of the sensor, and we questioned wearers
about their experiences (e.g. stigmatization, embodiment of the sensor). In our presentation we will present the
findings from both the controlled and the field tests. In addition, we will provide a conclusion on the suitability of the E4
sensor for scientific research. Finally, we will give recommendations for practitioners who are interested in adding the
E4 to applied scenario’s (e.g. measuring workload).
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KEYNOTE
Designing increasingly autonomous vehicles to be safer than humans
Prof. Linda Ng Boyle
University of Washington
Vehicles are becoming increasingly autonomous but are not as yet all fully driverless. Autonomous technology is being
introduced in phases. This requires human drivers to continually adapt to their changing role inside the car. The
human’s ability to decide when to take back control of the primary driving task is further complicated given system
imperfections. As drivers adapt to increasing levels of automation, they may change their driving behaviour in ways that
can compromise and even negate the intended system benefits. To design vehicles that account for limitations of both
the human and the system, it is essential to model such behavioural adaptation. This presentation will focus on the
challenges and opportunities in this modelling endeavour and their safety implications for all road users.
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SESSION 9: HMI AND USER EXPERIENCE [3]
From aircraft to e-government - using NASA-TLX to study the digital native's enrolment experience for a
compulsory e-service
Chris Porter
Department of Computer Information Systems
Faculty of ICT
University of Malta
A European member state recently launched a new e-service for students aged 16–18 to register for their A-Level exams
online. This was a compulsory e-service (with limited offline alternatives) and students were first required to enrol for
and activate their national e-ID account to gain access to this e-service. This presented an opportunity to assess the
effectiveness of NASA-TLX in this particular context of use. The first goal of this paper is to explore and assess the impact
of workload introduced by the inevitable e-ID enrolment process on the students’ lived experience using NASA-TLX's
“paper and pencil” approach. These measurements are further substantiated through qualitative insights. This paper
then presents some observations on the applicability and sensitivity of NASA-TLX as a multi-dimensional and subjective
workload measurement technique within this specific domain and with this particular group of users. A fair level of
statistical significance was found in workload sensitivity however there are specific exceptions and caveats in adopting
this tool with digital natives. For this reason this paper proposes some modifications to the original NASA-TLX
recommendations and empirically re-assesses the need for the subscale weighting step. Finally a set of design
recommendations are presented for both practitioners and researchers.

“What does beep mean?” – Context free interpretation of short sinus wave stimuli
Matthias Wille, Sabine Theis, Peter Rasche, Christina Bröhl, Christopher Schlick, Alexander Mertens
Chair and Institute of Industrial Engineering and Ergonomics of RWTH Aachen
Research group: Human Factors Engineering and Ergonomics in Healthcare (HFE²H)
Bergdriesch 27, 52062 Aachen
Germany
Although human-machine-interaction has become more technically mature through the last decades many machines
still communicate with simple sinus beeps. Those beeps can be differentiated based on rhythm and tone pitch, but they
are very abstract signals, which can be only interpreted by knowing the machine very well or if the manual was studied
profoundly (which happens rarely). Therefore, it would be interesting if there is a kind of common structure in the beep
appearance that will be interpreted context free and in the same way over all users. For instance fast sequences of
beeps indicate urgency or ascending pitch means a question while descending pitch means a statement (like typical
human intonation). Hereby, possible age effects - based on technical generations and according experiences - should be
taken into account. In our study 26 participants - 13 younger (mean age 23) and 13 elderly (mean age 64) - were
confronted with 8 sinus beeps that differ in rhythm and pitch and had to rate each of them on 5 continuous scales:
alarm - note, question - confirmation, pleasant - uncomfortable, important - unimportant, explicit - inconclusive. Results
will show, if the rating of tones differs significantly on these scales and indicate a common beep structure.
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Cultural background of test participants and test facilitators - do they influence the outcomes of usability
tests?
Andreas Sonderegger, Mariana A. Hoyos Alvarez, Jürgen Sauer
EPFL-ECAL Lab & University of Fribourg
Switzerland
Usability tests are an important tool for the development of interactive products. While in our globalized economy new
products are often developed for international markets, the influence of test participant’s cultural background on the
outcomes of usability tests has attracted little interest so far. In particular, there is a need to examine the
methodological problems surrounding cultural mismatch between the people involved in usability testing. Due to
changes in testing procedures (e.g. intercultural remote testing), test participant and test facilitator may be from a
different cultural background. There are indications such a set-up is not with consequences. To address these issues, an
experiment was carried out in two socio-cultural regions that were chosen based on Hofstede’s cultural framework:
Switzerland and Colombia. Test participants (N = 202), instructed by a virtual test facilitator, were asked to carry out
various tasks employing a computer-simulated smartphone. The results showed that in Switzerland users were more
critical in their subjective usability ratings and made more negative comments about product’s usability than their
Colombian counterparts. Surprisingly, there were no noteworthy effects of cultural match. An important implication is
that the culture of test participants needs to be taken into consideration if usability tests are conducted.

Spatial distributed visual, auditory and multimodal warning signals - a comparison
Andre Dettmann, Kontantin Felbel, Angelika C. Bullinger
Technische Universität Chemnitz, Chair for Ergonomics and Innovation Management
Germany
Spatial distributed warning signals are able to increase effectiveness of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. They
provide better performance regarding attention shifts towards critical objects, and thus, lowering driver´s reaction time
and increasing traffic safety. The question which modality is best used, however, remains open. We present three
driving simulator studies (30 participants each) with spatial distributed warnings. Two focused on spatial visual and
auditory warnings respectively. The third study combined most promising approaches from the previous studies in a
multimodal spatial warning system. All studies included a baseline without secondary task and warnings. Afterwards,
subjects were confronted with multiple (30+) critical objects while performing a secondary task. The chronological order
of warnings was randomly mixed between spatial, non-spatial and no warning during the first two studies. Data from
reaction times, eye tracking data, and questionnaires were collected. Results show that visual spatial directed warnings
are superior to non-spatial warnings in large distances, but have problems in peripheral regions when the driver is
distracted. While auditory spatial warnings are not as efficient as literature implies, it is still best in this particular
situation. Results of the multimodal warning study, discussion and implications on ADAS conclude the paper.
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SESSION 10: AUTOMATION
Should the steering wheel rotate? Evaluation of different strategies of steering wheel behaviour regarding
controllability and user acceptance while driving in highly automated mode
Alexandra König, Bernhard Schlag, Julia Drüke
Volkswagen Group, Division Group Research
Germany
Highly automated driving will have a significant impact on our future mobility. Psychological issues concerning the
changing driver’s tasks therefore need to be analysed. The question arises, how the steering wheel as an important
interface of Driver-Vehicle-Interaction should behave while driving in highly automated mode. The aim of the driving
simulator study was to investigate the effect of three potential strategies of steering wheel behaviour (full, 50%
reduced, and no steering) on controllability of vehicle guidance and user acceptance in highly automated driving. The
strategies were examined in two driving situations on a rural road: (1) in hands-off highly automated driving and (2) in a
take-over situation in a curve. A total number of 62 subjects (36 female; M = 39.2 years, SD = 11.1) participated in the
study. In piloted mode the 50%-reduced steering was accepted the most. In contrast, in the take-over situation the full
steering was accepted the most. Due to reduced controllability and decreased acceptance the no steering condition as
implemented within this study cannot be recommended for future highly automated vehicles. Further research in onroad traffic conditions is required to validate the results with regard to an adequate steering wheel behaviour in highly
automated driving.

Design for transition - concept and effect of a shape-changing steering wheel
Philipp Kerschbaum, Kamil Omozik, Klaus Bengler
Automated Car HMI / BMW Group / Technical University of Munich
Germany
For the design of human-machine interfaces in highly automated cars, two main issues have to be addressed in order to
guarantee the driver’s safety and comfort. First, detrimental effects of automation have to be avoided (Bainbridge,
1983). The driver always has to be aware of his or her responsibilities and the system state (Sarter et al., 1995). Second,
the driver should have the possibility to comfortably interact with the infotainment system.
In this paper, a steering wheel concept with a variable geometrical shape is proposed with the aim to solve both
described issues. When switching on the highly automated driving mode, the upper part of the steering wheel moves
downwards and hides in the impact absorber. This change gives the driver a clear understanding of the active driving
mode and allows free prospect towards the instrument cluster display. As soon as the automation reaches a system
boundary, the steering wheel quickly adopts the original shape and thereby enhances the take-over request.
In a driving simulator study, we investigated possible influences of the steering wheel transformation on human
performance in take-over scenarios. Results indicate positive effects on reaction times. The quality of the subsequent
driving manoeuvre is not affected.
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What is the effect of the timing of a Pedestrian Forward Collision Warning (PFCW) on the reaction time of
the driver and the acceptance rate?
Mathijs Biesbrouck, Kristof Mollu, Niels Ferson, Tom Brijs
Transportation Research Institute
Hasselt University
Belgium
This study investigates the effect of the timing of a Pedestrian Forward Collision Warning (PFCW) on the reaction time of
the driver and the acceptance rate. Forty-eight participants participated in the driving simulator experiment which was
divided into two parts: a reaction part where reaction time was tested (between-subjects design) and an acceptance
part where the acceptance of the system was assessed (within-subjects design). Seven conditions were tested:
distracted drivers (warning at 3.5, 2.5, 1.5 seconds, no warning, and false warning) and focused drivers (warning at 2.5
seconds, and false warning). The warning was both audible and visual. The focused driver scenario with the 2.5 seconds
warning signal showed a significant lower reaction time compared to the other scenarios. The acceptance of the
different scenarios contained a usefulness scale and a satisfying scale similar to the one used by Van der Laan, Heino, &
de Waard (1997). Early and mid-time warning signals showed a significant difference on both scales compared to the
false warning and the late warning scenarios. Based on these results, we conclude that the timing of the warning signal
has an influence on the acceptance rate. Conclusions regarding the reaction time need more data to be conclusive.

Development and Evaluation of a Method for an Intuitive Driver’s Workplace Adjustment in a Motor
Vehicle
Yucheng Yang, Victor Orlinskiy, Ingrid Bubb, Klaus Bengler
Institute of Ergonomics, Technical University of Munich
Germany
A driver's workplace in a modern vehicle has up to 20 possible adjustments of interior components such as the seat,
steering wheel, mirrors and Head-up Display (HUD). It is difficult and time-consuming for drivers to find the suitable
position. However, the acceptance of a fully automated adjustment system is low because individual preferences are
various and unpredictable. This leads to the idea of a technical system which leaves drivers in control while assisting
them. This work develops and evaluates the Intuitive Adjustment System (IAS), through which drivers can adjust the
seat, steering wheel and exterior mirrors simultaneously using three parameters on a centralized Human-Machine
Interface (HMI). Two of the parameters are for positioning of the H-point, the third is to define the individual preference
for torso angle. A method of parameter reduction with an unsupervised machine learning process is proposed, which is
based on a training dataset of individual adjustments and anthropometric records (132 samples). The learned patterns
of H-points generate the ergonomic adjustment strategies and estimate the driver’s body height and proportion. The
validation experiment (39 participants) shows a positive assessment of the system with better usability and fewer
demands of effort compared with the current adjustment system.
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POSTERS
Can I reach this destination? Factors affecting comfortable range in battery electric vehicle usage
Thomas Franke, Madlen Günther, Maria Trantow, Josef F. Krems
Technische Universität Chemnitz, Department of Psychology, Cognitive and Engineering Psychology
Wilhelm-Raabe-Strasse 43 | R. 014
D-09120 Chemnitz
Germany
Enhancing usable range and the range-related user experience in battery electric vehicle (BEV) use is essential for
developing sustainable electric mobility systems. Moreover, a better understanding of user interaction with range
resources can contribute to general knowledge on human factors in low-resource systems. Comfortable range (CR, a
driver’s preferred range safety margin) is a key indicator of usable range. The objective of the present research was to
advance understanding of factors related to high CR. Data from a large-scale BEV field trial (N = 72) were analysed. We
specifically studied the previously unexamined role of transfer of resource interaction styles from combustion vehicle
(CV) usage to BEV usage. Moreover, we extended previous results regarding the role of practical experience for CR.
Results showed, for example, that drivers who experienced low-fuel situations as less aversive and reported less range
concerns in low-fuel situations (indicators of high CR in CV usage) also developed a higher CR in BEV usage, indicating
partial transfer of resource interaction styles. Furthermore, higher practical BEV experience (assessed longitudinal and
with logger data) was related to higher CR. Finally, CR was related to general BEV acceptance (scale of Van der Laan,
Heino, & De Waard, 1997).

Indicating GO/NOGO Indices on Road Ahead Virtually to Assist Driver’s Judgment at Signalized Intersection
Yoshitaka Marumo, Takashi Nakano, Tomohiro Nakanishi, Yohei Michitsuji
Department of Mechanical Engineering
College of Industrial Technology
Nihon University
Japan
This study proposes the driver’s judgment assistance system at a signalized intersection ahead using the signal
information. The proposed system informs a driver visually of the distance which the vehicle can forward by maintaining
the present velocity until turning to the red signal. If the distance between the intersection and the vehicle is longer
than the indicated distance, the system also indicates a stopping distance by assuming the ordinary deceleration. The
driving simulator experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed system. The assistance system encourages the
earlier deceleration before turning to the amber signal and prevents the emergency braking behaviour or the risky
passage through the intersection. In addition, the assistance system shortens drivers’ reaction time to the emergency
deceleration of the preceding vehicle compared with the on-board monitor indication in the own vehicle. Indicating
evaluation indices on the road ahead virtually helps the driver to decelerate earlier and avoid the higher deceleration.
The assistance system also makes it possible to suppress the collision risk to the preceding vehicle and contribute the
safety driving.
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Analysing pedestrians’ crossing behaviour (including movements) in a safe environment
Semyon Kalantarov, Raziel Riemer, Tal Oron-Gilad
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Israel
Simulator studies examining pedestrian behaviour focus primarily on their intention to cross the road, and only few
looked at actual crossing. For this study, systematic means for analysing pedestrians crossing were developed, in aim to
examine pedestrians crossing movements. Twelve short and long crossing scenarios with varying crossing opportunities
were generated in a pedestrian simulator. Utilizing a projection system synched with a 3D motion capturing system, a
convenience sample of 12 participants observed scenarios and decided when and how to cross the 4m wide one-lane
road. Results showed that waiting time, reflected in scenario length (time until safe crossing opportunity), affected the
way pedestrians chose to cross; to make up for their time loss, participants were willing to cross at riskier opportunities.
It was also found that crossing speed depended on the crossing opportunity, which may indicate that pedestrians adjust
their speed to compensate for the risk taken. Most importantly, the findings provide initial evidence that this novel
simulation configuration resembles characteristics of the road crossing environment. This configuration can now be
used to gain more precise knowledge of pedestrians’ decision making and action (i.e., movement) processes in addition
to more conventional pedestrian simulator configurations.

Locating variable events on electronic traffic signs: adapting the fixed formats
Antonio Lucas-Alba, Ana Hernando, Andrés Fernández, Maria T. Blanch, Diego Gutiérrez, José I. Echevarría, Nicolás
Landa
Psychology and Sociology
University of Zaragoza
Spain
The universal approach to road signs encouraged by international catalogues as the 1968 Convention (ECE/TRANS/196,
2007) is at risk of babelization by the very same factors that may empower its universalization: the possibility of
displaying road signs according to differing (official) design formats, on differing (paint or LED) matrices displayed by
different devices (post, gantry, dashboard). And the fundamental risk (particularly with complex signs) comes from our
decisions regarding how (and why) the transition from the contents and formats displayed on painted signs to the ones
displayed on electronic signs should be. This paper presents two studies exploring the conversion of fixed Advance
Direction Signs (stacked) to Variable Message Signs. We manipulate three main factors: the reading strategy (top-down
vs. bottom-up), the type of matrix display (hybrid, dissociating pictogram and text, vs. full matrix), and event location
(before, between, after) in a repeated measures experimental design (N=100). The time taken to answer and the
response given (correct, incorrect) to different messages were measured. Results show that the organization of the
elements displayed is a key determinant for driver comprehension. Further thoughts on the need to understand the
interplay between the formats adopted by static vs electronic complex signs are provided.
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Situation awareness reinstatement during mode transition in highly automated driving
Elsa Yousfi, Ebru Dogan, Fouad Hadj Selem, Thierry Bellet, Charles Tijus, Anne Guillaume
Institut VEDECOM
Université Paris 8, laboratoire CHArt
France
In future, highly automated vehicles will allow drivers to disengage from the driving task under predetermined
conditions and to be immersed in non-driving related tasks. Transition from highly automated to manual driving will,
thus, constitute a critical period as the drivers will have to reengage in driving activity, which implies a process of
information seeking in order to rebuild an appropriate situation awareness. Our aim was to investigate driver's
reengagement in driving and reinstatement of situation awareness during mode transition. We invited Sixty-four drivers
to a simulator study. While driving a highly automated vehicle, participants had to perform a non-driving related task.
Each driver experienced two critical events: obstacle avoidance and tracking direction at a bifurcation, in the manual
driving (baseline) and highly automated driving modes. Those events were chosen for their similarity in terms of the
lane change manoeuvre they required, and their differences in terms of the level of decision making, with the former
involving a tactical decision, and the latter a strategic decision. Data analysis is pending. The outcome of the current
research could contribute to the design of the HMI of an automated vehicle by identifying the information that the
driver needs during transition.

Similarity and Differences between Driving Scenes: Objective and Subjective Descriptions in Support of
Automated Driving Interactions
Christopher Cabrall, Riender Happee, Joost de Winter
Human Factors of Automated Driving, Intelligent Vehicles & Cognitive Robotics
Delft University of Technology
The Netherlands
Recent advances in the growing domain of automated driving suggest the need for thoughtful design of humancomputer interaction strategies. For example, human drivers can process scene variability on implicit levels, but
automated systems require explicit rule based judgments of similarity and difference. What level of abstraction an
automation uses in its visual perception may mean the difference between effective human-automation communication
and control, or “uncanny valley”-like conflicts leading to problems of automation disuse, misuse, or abuse. In the
present research, different quantifications of driving scene-to-scene similarity/difference were compared against
intuitive human judgments. 18 participants rated the same 100 randomly paired driving video clips (i.e., 3 seconds long)
on a scale from “0 – Very Different” to “9 – Very Similar”. Furthermore, the videos were categorized by an experimenter
on a semantic ‘meaning’ level through a 36 item coding scheme (i.e., presence/absence of vehicles, pedestrians, signs,
road markings, road curvature, etc.). The videos were also compared on a ‘feature’ level through image processing
analysis counts of Open Source Computer Vision ‘edges’. Results showed closer matches to human intuition of driving
scene-to-scene similarity/difference through the quantification of driving scenes at the ‘meaning’ level over the
‘feature’ level. Further implications and limitations are discussed.
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Take over request in autonomous driving; does augmented reality help the driver to regain control?
Christine Chauvin, Farida Said, Salim Lardjane, Philippe Rauffet
Lab-STICC, UMR CNRS 6285
Université Bretagne Sud
France
Autonomous vehicles allow drivers to offload their attention in other tasks than driving. However, it is expected that
drivers can reengage in the driving task in certain circumstances. This paper aims at investigating whether augmented
reality (AR) information can positively influence the takeover process. 26 participants were confronted, on a driving
simulator CCARDS, with a driving scenario made up of i) a phase of highly automated driving, ii) a phase of manual
driving following a Take-Over Request. Each participant experienced two conditions (with classical Head-Up Display or
with AR HUD). The order was counterbalanced. The final scene was different to avoid a learning effect. The dependent
variables were related to timing aspects of take over process and to gaze patterns. Analysis of timing aspects by means
of factorial discriminant analysis and regression trees points out that AR HUD is linked with a faster manoeuvre in terms
of lane change duration, better anticipation of the lane change (earlier occurrence of the maximal depressing speed of
the brake pedal) and less brutal driving (smoother action on the wheel and smaller lateral acceleration, which indicate a
more comfortable lateral displacement). Further investigation will concern the influence of AR HUD on gaze patterns.

Understanding Road User Behaviours at Tram Junctions
Siobhán Corrigan, Nora Balfe, Margaret Ryan
School of Psychology, Trinity College Dublin
Ireland
Given the prevalence of road users disobeying traffic signals as a causal factor in light rail accidents, the behaviour of
road users in relation to light rail systems is a critical topic. This study focused on analysing and consolidating
experiences and perceptions of the general public, tram drivers and law enforcement in order to delve deeper into an
understanding on what factors impact driver behaviour when approaching tram junctions. 295 surveys with the general
public in Dublin City Centre, a focus group and semi-structured interviews with tram drivers were undertaken as part of
this multi-methods study. This study found that participants (both motorists and cyclists) would be less likely to break a
red light if they knew cameras were present at a junction. Cyclists and pedestrians were identified as a particular
problem at tram junctions. The study also highlighted the lack of effectiveness of the current tram signage and that
there is simply too much happening at junctions and people are over-loaded with data and make the wrong decisions.
The lack of effectiveness of current safety campaigns in relation to improving safety awareness was also highlighted as a
particular issue. Recommendations for future interventions and further research is also discussed.
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The many factors affecting near-collision driver response: A simulator study and a computational model
Gustav Markkula, Johan Lodin, Peter Wells, Mathias Theander, Jesper Sandin
Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds, Leeds
United Kingdom
Volvo Group Trucks Technology, Göteborg
Sweden
A simulator study (n = 46) was carried out to study the impact on drivers’ defensive manoeuvring in rear-end scenarios,
of (i) an on-market heavy truck Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS; featuring forward collision warning and
emergency brake), (ii) prior real-life experience of the same AEBS, (iii) scenario kinematics, and (iv) scenario repetition.
It was hypothesised that drivers with prior system experience would have a greater benefit from the collision warnings
than non-experienced drivers, in the first, unexpected scenario. There was some support for this hypothesis, but
inconclusively so. Furthermore, it has been reported from previous passenger car studies that scenario kinematics,
scenario repetition, and collision warnings all affect driver response times. These results were replicated in this heavy
truck context, and a neuroscience-inspired computational model of driver response is presented, providing a possible
explanation for how kinematics, expectancy, and warnings might interact to affect response timing. Finally, it was
examined whether braking interventions from the AEBS affected drivers’ tendency to perform steering avoidance
manoeuvres; no such effect could be proven. Implications of the various findings are discussed in relation to the design
of AEBS and similar systems, and in relation to methods for evaluating such systems.

Assessing complacency in critical driving situations for automated vehicle guidance
Gloria Pöhler, Tobias Heine, Barbara Deml
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Institute of Human and Industrial Engineering
Germany
In highly automated driving applications, the driver needs to be able to regain manual control in critical driving
situations, i.e. driving scenarios in which the automation is no longer capable of handling the situation. However, this
transition to manual driving predominantly results in prolonged reaction times. The aim of this study was to evaluate
drivers’ monitoring behaviour in terms of regaining manual control in critical driving situations. In total, 36 participants
took part in the experiment. A static driving simulator was used to examine two different critical situations, whilst
participants were confronted with the same critical situation both in manual and automated mode to allow comparisons
of driving behaviour. Next to driving, all subjects had to execute a visually and manually demanding secondary task. The
results show that drivers fail to regain manual control in automated mode after the appearance of a critical driving
scenario as a consequence of inadequate monitoring behaviour. Secondary task performance as well as eye movement
data implies that participants show high levels of complacency in automated driving mode in comparison to the manual
driving condition. The article closes with a discussion of technical approaches to mitigate complacency in highly
automated driving.
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Helmet use and accident severity of Myanmar motorcycle drivers
Felix Wilhelm Siebert, Deike Albers, Aye Moe Moe Lwin, Chamaiparn Santikarn
Chair of Human-Machine Systems
Technische Universität Berlin
Germany
Comprehensive and mandatory helmet laws for motorcycle drivers are enforced rigorously in developed countries. In
developing countries however, enforcement is insufficient. Furthermore, traffic accident research in developing
countries is mostly focused on infrastructure, and observational data on road user behaviour is scarce. This is especially
alarming considering the disproportionally high number of motorcycle traffic injuries and deaths per capita in
developing countries. We therefore conducted an observational study on helmet use rate, and a hospital based study on
motorcycle accident severity in Myanmar. The observational study was conducted in five different Myanmar locations,
covering inner city, rural road, and highway environments, by recording traffic using video cameras. Preliminary results
of the ongoing video analysis reveal a low helmet use rate that varies between different regions. Data on motorcycle
accident severity was collected in two hospitals in the capital city of Myanmar by structured interviews of 171 accident
victims or their relatives. Accidents were classified using a Haddon Matrix. The presentation of results will focus on
human factors issues as defined by Haddon, such as driving experience, intoxication, over speeding, and helmet use of
accident victims. Furthermore, the influence of these human factors issues on accident severity will be discussed.

Inter-ministerial crisis management: interculturalism and performance
Anne Lise Marchand
French Air Force Research Centre
Human Factors and Operations Environment Department
France
In a crisis in France, the Air Force may be brought as reinforcements if the crisis requires resources beyond the capacity
of local civil means. This provision of military means, including the Command & Control (or C2), requires adaptations to
harmonize with the civil state means. To optimize this insertion, the study mobilized the concepts of collaborative
activity (Caroly 2010), confidence (Karsenty, 2015), and Shared and Team Situation Awareness (Gorman, Cooke &
Winner, 2006). An analytical framework was created from these concepts that led to the analysis of collaborative crisis
managements. These were derived from lessons learned from past crises and different exercises. This was completed by
an analysis of standard and doctrinal texts, fields observations on Control and Command structures of the Ministry of
the Interior and Defense Ministry, and 40 interviews with Senior decision makers or operationals.
The results indicate that the communication systems or operational procedures of both organizations generate
reactivity problems. These differences are the result of two different cultures, each adapted to the mission assigned to
Civil security or the Air force, but hardly compatible without mutual and thoughtful adaptations. But multiculturalism is
an essential dimension of a successful collaborative activity. The initial and key issues for the efficient integration of the
Air force in an interministerial crisis device thus improving responsiveness and management of interculturalism.
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A Risk Scenario Role-playing Exercise for Enhancing Team Resource Management Skills in Nuclear
Emergency Response Headquarters
Kohei Nonose, Hisao Shibue, Akihiko Nagasaka
Human Factors Research Center
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry
Japan
Non-technical skills (team resource management (TRM) in the present study) as well as technical skills are required to
enhance emergency response capability in different domains. The present study developed a scenario-based roleplaying exercise called risk scenario role-playing exercise, which simulates actual operations of a team and possible
errors caused by poor non-technical skills by members in nuclear emergency response headquarters. Three groups
consisting of six trainees each participated in the exercise: one main player, four sub players, and one evaluator. The sub
players played the role of subordinates/boss of the main player and set up behavioural traps (e.g., not repeating the
commands of the main player and providing ambiguous reports about serious information) to hinder the main player,
and the main player was required to deal with the traps in order to save the situation. If the main player was trapped,
the situation grew more serious (e.g., poor reports by subordinates and operation mistakes). During the reflection after
the exercise, the trainees watched a video recording their behaviours during the exercise and the evaluator commented
on the main player’s actions. Questionnaires for assessing the exercise revealed that the developed exercise helped
trainees experience the importance of TRM skills.

The NASA task load index for rating workload acceptability
Maren Eitrheim, Alexandra Fernandes
Safety MTO, Industrial Psychology Division
Institute for Energy Technology (IFE)
Norway
The main goal of this study was to compare the original NASA task load index (TLX) rating scale (low/high) with a
continuous six-point scale for rating the workload acceptability. The NASA TLX is a widely used multi-dimensional survey
based measure of workload. However, the interpretation of the workload scores remains a challenge such as when
evaluating the acceptability of interfaces and control room performance. In addition to collecting subjective workload
data, the purpose was to capture the participants’ own evaluation of whether the workload was manageable or not.
Nine participants in a nuclear simulator study reported the workload for six different scenarios using the original rating
scale and the acceptability rating scale for the six dimensions in the NASA TLX. Overall, higher workload scores were
associated with lower acceptability among the participants. The scenarios that got the highest ratings of workload also
were the ones that obtained borderline acceptability scores. However, some participants reporting high levels of
workload (>70) still perceived these as highly acceptable. The mental demands were perceived as higher and less
acceptable compared to the other five sub-scales in the NASA TLX.
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Case-based decision support for fault diagnosis: The impact of salient case ratings on situation analysis and
solution focus
Romy Müller, Laura Ullrich, Tobias Müller, Jens Ziegler, Lukas Oehm
Technische Universität Dresden, Institut für Psychologie III
D - 01069 Dresden
Germany
Fault diagnosis can be supported by case-based reasoning, where cases represent previous solution instances. They
include a description of the situation, the solution and a rating of its outcome. The present study investigated the risk of
uncritically applying such solutions. It was hypothesized that salient ratings of past outcomes might discourage
operators from carefully analysing a case’s match with the current situation. This should enable efficient performance
when matching cases have been rated highly, but decrease operators’ efforts of checking for counter indications and
thus lead to erroneous selections in case of a mismatch. In a deep-drawing of paperboard scenario, an assistance system
provided five cases per technical fault and subjects’ task was to select the correct one. Ratings were either presented as
1-5 coloured circles or verbal descriptions. In most trials the case with the highest rating was correct, but in two trials a
counter indication required picking a case with a lower rating. Contrary to the hypotheses, rating salience neither
affected performance nor made subjects neglect situation analysis. Although subjects differed in their strategies of
interacting with the assistance system, but this did not depend on presentation format. Implications for dealing with
overtrust in assistance systems will be discussed.

How adaptable automation is (really) made use of: Observations from a series of experimental studies
Alain Chavaillaz, Juergen Sauer
Department of Psychology
University of Fribourg
Switzerland
The present research is concerned with the design of automation in an industrial context and, more precisely, with the
possibilities offered by more flexible automation designs to reduce problems linked to automation (e.g. skill loss,
monotony and overload). Results from six experiments addressing different automation issues were collated to achieve
this goal. The experiments were conducted with a PC-based simulation of a complex work environment, called
AutoCAMS, under controlled laboratory conditions. The focus of this paper is to examine how the level of automation
(LOA) was adjusted according to the changing operational demands faced by operators. The results showed that
particular stressors (e.g. noise) can encourage participants to choose for higher LOAs although they generally tended to
underuse the possibility of adjusting LOA. Furthermore, small benefits were observed when the decision to change the
LOA is taken by the human operator rather than the machine. Overall, important implications for the design of flexible
automation could be derived from the empirical work presented.
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The effect of train protection systems on train drivers’ visual attention
Anja Naumann, Johanna Wörle, Sandra Dietsch
Human Factors Department, Institute of Transportation Systems
German Aerospace Center
Germany
Today, train protection systems are widely used to avoid critical situations in railway traffic. However, the train driver is
still responsible for the continuous monitoring of signal aspects and the derivation of suitable actions. The question
arises if, with train protection, also negative effects of automation may occur that reduce the capability to act quickly
when necessary. Giesemann & Naumann (2015) describe the attention processes and the interrelations of causes
regarding attention deficits in the context of the train drivers’ workplace in a system related onset model of attention
deficits. Based on this model, in the present study, the German intermittent train protection system PZB was compared
to a drive without train protection system, regarding visual attention. 20 experienced train drivers took part in this
simulator experiment, driving both conditions in a balanced within-subject design. Task was to drive a 30min track
according to a given timetable. Gaze direction and driving performance were recorded. As assumed, the train protection
systems leads to complacency effects as well as a shift in visual attention from monitoring the rail track to the display
when driving with train protection. Also, there is less cross-checking between the two information sources track and in
cab display.

Highly automated driving: analysis of takeover request activity and user experience. What differences
between planned and unplanned takeover request?
Céline Poisson, Stéphane Safin, Jean François Forzy, Fouad Hadjselem; Ebru Dogan, Françoise Decortis
VEDECOM / Université Paris 8 - Laboratoire Paragraphe - C3U
France
The automated vehicle is a global turning in the automotive field and will involve unprecedented changes in the role of
the driver. This study focuses on ergonomic analyses of the driver activity in an automated vehicle (level 4 of SAE) which
allows the driver to delegate the driving task and to engage in non-driving related tasks. We are interested in the
moment of the manual takeover of the vehicle by the driver following a takeover request (TOR) from the system. Thirty
drivers took part in a simulator study where we distinguished a planned TOR (the drivers has 45 seconds to take the
manual control over) and an unplanned TOR (the drivers has 8 seconds to regain manual control). Each driver
experienced three TORs : once planned and twice unplanned. We aim to identify the differences and the common
points between these takeover activities and understand their user experience. To answer these questions, we compare
the activity of drivers from simulator data and transcripts of explicitation interviews that we conducted after users tests.
The transcription of the interviews and the analyses are pending. The outcomes of the current research are expected to
have implications for design and concept of automated vehicles.
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Assessing driver behaviour under different mental workload conditions during automated driving
Mercedes Bueno, Ebru Dogan, Fouad Hadjselem, Eric Monacelli, Serge Boverie, Anne Guillaume
VEDECOM
France
Automated driving leads to modifications of the driver behaviour, such as changes in mental workload or loss of
situation awareness. Understanding the changes in driver behaviour is essential in order to guarantee safe transitions
from automated to manual driving and vice versa. The main objective of this study was to analyse the effects of changes
in mental workload induced by a non-driving related task (NDRT) on the driver behaviour during the automated driving
and in response to a take-over request (TOR). Thirty drivers were invited to drive in a driving simulator. Each participant
experienced three TORs: once in manual driving mode and twice following an automated driving mode where the NDRT
was performed. The impact of the mental workload was studied by manipulating the difficulty of the NDRT (high
demanding versus low demanding task). The analyses of the eye movements and the driver performance during the
automated driving and the TOR is pending. We expect our results to shed light on the driver state during automated
driving based on relevant indicators as well as the take-over quality. Automated systems should ideally adapt the
information they provide according to the drivers state and our results can have implications for the design of humanmachine interfaces.

Should vehicles with traffic light assistance systems inform unequipped vehicles’ drivers about their
equipment?
Katharina Preuk, Frederik Schewe, Mandy Dotzauer, Meike Jipp
German Aerospace Center (DLR)
Institute of Transportation System
Germany
Traffic light assistance systems recommend drivers driving speed to approach traffic lights efficiently. Drivers with such
systems are enabled to show driving behaviour in anticipation of upcoming traffic situations. First studies showed that
unequipped vehicles’ drivers (UVDs) may feel bothered by this driving behaviour. UVDs may not expect and understand
assisted driving behaviour. This is why, we examined whether or not informing UVDs about the equipment of drivers
with systems may prevent negative effects such as frustration of UVDs. With the help of a multi-driver simulator, we
investigated three drivers in a car-following scenario (N = 60). The lead driver was a confederate equipped with a traffic
light assistance system. Two participants and UVDs respectively, followed the confederate. We varied the level of
information the UVDs received about the equipment of the confederate: UVDs received detailed information, basic
information or no information at all. We assessed whether the UVDs felt frustrated by the assisted driving behaviour of
the confederate or perceived the benefit of it. These results will be presented. We will discuss them in terms of
developing information concepts for vehicles with assistance systems and automation.
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Investigation of Driver’s Eye and Head Movements for Lane Change Manoeuvre
Timo Pech, Rico Auerswald, Gerd Wanielik
Chemnitz University of Technology
Department of Communications Engineering
Germany
For an optimized individual and comfortable support during the driving task, knowledge of the driver’s intend to execute
driving manoeuvres is inevitable for the technical system. In relation to this, the driver's visual behaviour is an important
aspect due to the significant relevance of the visual perception during driving. In order to draw conclusions about the
behaviour of the driver from his visual orientation, it is mostly sufficient to determine the view area based on the head
orientation. Therefore, camera-based head- or eye-tracking systems can be used. However, the main problem of eye
and head tracking systems is that in case of large head rotations such as shoulder glances and covered eyes through
glasses or sunglasses the eyes are not reliably detectable. Therefore, the correlation between eye and head movements
can be used to estimate the driver’s glances. A model that describes the relationship will be presented in this approach.
For this purpose, a study was evaluated in a driving simulator. Based on measurement data of a head-mounted eye
tracker the relationship between head and eye movements was analysed. There were correlations between eye and
head orientations found indicating a strong link between both gaze movement units. Furthermore, an analysis of head
and gaze orientations revealed that 68% of gaze orientations in the sample could be explained through the
measurement of the head orientation. The analysis can be used to estimate the drivers glance area based on head
tracking measurements in real traffic situations.

LED: Light Evoking Distraction? A driving simulator study on the distracting effect of illuminated LEDadvertising signs
Kristof Mollu, Kris Brijs, Marc Geraerts, Katrien Declercq, Joris Cornu, Tom Brijs
Transportation Research Institute, Hasselt University
Wetenschapspark 5, bus 6
BE-3590 Diepenbeek
Belgium
The presence of an illuminated LED-advertising sign can influence the visual behaviour during driving. This study
investigates the effect of display time, location of LED-billboards and road environment on driver behaviour. Forty-one
participants drove seven different routes (3.8 to 5.2km) in a medium fidelity fixed-base driving simulator. In every
scenario the illuminated billboard was presented in 2 different road environments: a transition road to a built-up area
and an area with retail stores. We used a within-subject design (repeated measures ANOVA) with display time (3s, 6s
and 15s), distance from a pedestrian crossing (41m and 65m) and road environment as the manipulated conditions in a
randomized order. Eye tracking data showed that shorter display times of the message and an area with retail stores
resulted in a higher number of eye glances towards the LED-billboard. All participants looked at the LED-billboard and
49% could recall one or more messages. The NASA Task Load Index revealed that the presence of a LED-advertising sign
resulted in a significantly higher mental work load and a lower estimation of personal driving performance. Based on
these results, we conclude that the presence of an illuminated billboard leads to (visual) distraction while driving.
Practical implications will be discussed.
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Usability and user acceptance of a software tool supporting the ergonomic workplace analysis with OWAS:
A field study
Jan Terhoeven, Dominik Bonin, Tobias Hellig, Christopher Brandl, Christopher M. Schlick, Sascha Wischniewski
Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (BAuA)
Dortmund
Germany
The increasing performance of computer systems and digitalization of the working environments offer innovative ways
for an ergonomic workplace design based on new technologies. For this purpose cost-efficient consumer technologies
can be used to support previously manual paper-and-pencil methods by digital instruments for ergonomic workplace
analysis. As part of an ongoing research project a software tool for industrial applications was developed, which
captures in detail working postures at the workplace by using the Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor as a low-cost marker-less
motion capturing system. Based on this, the body postures are analysed and assessed according to the Ovako Working
Posture Analysis System (OWAS) and proposals for the ergonomic interventions are given semi-automatically. Within a
one-week field study at a large semi-trailer manufacturer a first prototype of the software tool was tested in three
different working settings by seventeen potential users. Thereby the functionality and usability of the software tool was
investigated by using the short version of the IsoMetrics usability questionnaire. In this paper the user acceptance and
usability study will be presented and the results will be discussed.

Quality of reactions on peripheral given stimuli while driving
Sven Bock
Human-Machine-Systems, Faculty 5
Technical University of Berlin
Germany
We evaluated a new navigation system, in which focusing on a display while driving is unnecessary. Circular stimuli were
presented randomly on one of two displays at an angle of 30° from the visual axis. While participants (N=35) were
driving on each of three routes (motorway, country road, city street) 54 stimuli were presented, which differed in size,
colour (red, blue, yellow), presentation time (xy ms, xy ms, yx ms) and the display on which they were presented.
Participants were asked to press buttons either on the left or right side of the steering wheel according to location and
colour of the presented stimulus. Reaction times and the amount of correct reactions were measured. Furthermore, eye
tracking was used to ensure that participants did not focus on the stimuli. The analysis revealed that 85% of all
responses were correct. Bigger stimuli were identified more accurately than smaller ones. Yellow led to the shortest
reaction times and the highest number of correct reactions. A positive correlation between presentation time of the
stimuli and reaction time could be shown and stimuli with longer presentation times were fixated more often. The
results will be discussed long with implications for peripheral navigation devices.
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Exploring interface metaphors for visualisation of measurements
Claudia Geitner, Stewart Birrell, Paul Jennings
University of Warwick, WMG, Experiential Engineering
United Kingdom
Given the variety of measures which can be used to determine driver performance, user experience or distraction within
the field of human factors, selecting which measure to use in user trial evaluations can be a challenging exercise. This is
true for those with limited knowledge (novices) or experts who may have a tendency to rely on tried and trusted,
familiar measures. This project aims to develop a user-friendly ‘toolkit’, applying data visualisation methods to explore
interface metaphors representing measures for usability and user experience in the area of in-vehicle interfaces.
Primary data to populate the toolkit were collected via literature review and user requirements through interviews. The
concept of data visualisation aims to provide the user planning a user trial with an understanding of the variety of
measures, and encourage them to explore measures in the database. The following research questions are explored: (1)
Conservation and distribution of practical implicit knowledge in the selection and application of measurements for user
studies for HMI experts and novices, (2) An easy comparison of measures applying a graphical presentation, (3) An easyto-use aid for new employees, helping them to understand the basic measurement concepts and criteria important to
select measures for user studies.

Temporal Aspects of UX
Anna K. Trapp, Nils Backhaus, Manfred Thüring
Chair of Cognitive Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics
Technische Universität Berlin
Germany
ISO 9241-210 (2010) defines UX as the perceptions and responses of a user resulting from the use of a product, system
or service. Models of UX (as e.g. CUE-model) focus on emotions and perception of instrumental and non-instrumental
qualities. However, perception of temporal cues might also contribute to UX and affect its consequences. In a study
(N=62) we investigated how accurately the total task time (TTT) on websites with differing usability is estimated by users
and whether their estimates underlie distortions predicted by basic research concerning secondary tasks (concurrent
think aloud). Moreover, we asked participants to evaluate their perceived TTT in terms of acceptability and perceived
passage of time. If internally evaluating the duration of HCI were part of UX, evaluations should covary with other UX
components. Results revealed that participants were accurately able to estimate their TTT independently from the
system’s usability. Think aloud while using the website led partly to the expected distortion. Temporal evaluations
covaried with perceived instrumental qualities and differed greatly between usability variations but not between tasks.
The results indicate that considering temporal aspects might enhance the understanding of the emergence of UX.
Currently, we are trying to replicate the results in a follow-up study.
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Consolidation of Usability Problems in Individual vs. Collaborative Settings
Rebekka Hoffmann, Ebba Þóra Hvannberg
University of Iceland
Iceland
The process of consolidating usability problems (UPs) constitutes an integral part of usability evaluation involving
multiple users and evaluators. However, little is known about the distorting factors in this process, which carries the risk
of unnoticed biases in UP selection and thus ineffective system redesign. A previous study revealed that the UP
evaluation outcome depends on if UP consolidation is performed individually or collaboratively with a tendency for
merging UPs when evaluators work together with a partner. The current study aimed at replicating these findings in a
between-subjects design and assessing the quality of the final UP lists, hypothesizing that performance is higher in the
collaborative setting. In a controlled experiment 45 novice evaluators were asked to consolidate UP lists to one UP
master list, either working alone (individual setting) or with a partner (collaborative setting). The results indicate that
there is no significant difference between individually and collaboratively working evaluators regarding the merging rate
of UPs or the quality of the UP lists. These results suggest that the consolidation process of UPs is not distorted by
involving multiple evaluators. In turn, the results suggest that group consolidation can neither benefit from possible
positive group decision effects.

Antecedents of Trust and Distrust in Cloud Computing: Security, Privacy, Aesthetics, and Price
Robert Twardzik, Nils Backhaus
Cognitive Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics
Technische Universität Berlin
Sekr. MAR 3-2, Marchstr. 23, 10587 Berlin
Germany
Cloud computing is one of the biggest advances in information technology, as it has revolutionized the way we handle
our data. But despite all advantages we face the risk of losing control of our data. Hence, trust and distrust represent
major elements in the usage of cloud computing. The purpose of this study is to analyse the effect of three antecedents,
privacy and security, aesthetics, and price on trust and distrust in a fictional cloud storage provider. In addition we
examined the effects of trust and distrust on the intention to use the cloud storage provider. A 2x2x2 between subjects
factorial survey design (N = 216) was used to manipulate privacy and security, aesthetics, and price level. The users’
perception of these antecedents was assessed with a questionnaire. The results of a partial least squares path analysis
show that perceived privacy and security have strong effects on both trust and distrust, while a high level of aesthetics
affects trust. Trust has a strong influence on the intention to use the cloud, mediated by the intention to trust the cloud.
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Driving in a game - Influence of gamified eco-driving feedback in an EV experimental field trial
Maria Kreusslein, Iris Koch
Technische Universität Chemnitz
Cognitive and Engineering Psychology
Germany
Eco-driving (ED) is a helpful technique to reduce CO2 emissions. Especially, the gamification approach constitutes a
useful opportunity to motivate ED by mechanisms like reward or punishment. Further, ED is important in electric
vehicles (EVs) due to its ability to prolong range. However, besides its potentials, distraction effects of gamified ED tips
should not be neglected. The scope of the present study was to investigate the impact of gamification for ED tips in EVs
on subjective assessments, distraction and driving data in a real world driving scenario. Therefore, twenty drivers
participated in an experimental field trial, driving a 63 km route including city rural and highway roads. Two systems
were tested in a between-subject design: (1) AVERAGE consumption display and (2) a system addressing a gamification
approach with ED tips (GAME). In general, drivers evaluated both systems positive. There were no significant differences
regarding workload, stress, user experience and remaining range. Although not significant the gamified system was
rated more distracting and confusing. Overall a trend of higher recovered kilometres can be seen for the gamified
system. Eye-tracking data helps to shed light on distraction. Although gamified ED systems involve a risk of distraction,
their motivation potential seems more pervasive.

Smooth-pursuit based gaze interaction for the elderly
Antje Christine Venjakob, Felix Siebert, Sarah-Christin Freytag, Maria Müller, Tina Schulz, Klaas Filler, Stefan Ruff
Technische Universität Berlin
Department of Psychology and Ergonomics, Chair of Human-Machine Systems
Germany
Studies show that gaze interaction using smooth-pursuit movements is a reliable method to select items (Vidal et al.,
2013), numbers (Cymek et al., 2014) and to enter text (Lutz et al., 2015) for young users. To explore the feasibility of
gaze based spellers for the elderly, we conducted an experiment on gaze interaction with 10 participants older than 55
years, all of whom wore glasses. Participants were asked to input 30 numbers, using a gaze speller based on smoothpursuit eye movements. The median number of incorrectly entered numbers was 2 per participant, with a median
number of five repetitions. Performance showed high variability, with four participants entering no incorrect number
while one participant entered 15 incorrect numbers. In a follow-up study with 50 participants, we aim at optimizing the
design of gaze interaction for the elderly. We are currently testing the influence of three different speed levels on
performance parameters while entering numbers and text. Half of the participants are between 55 and 65 years old,
while the other half is older than 65 years. Results of the study will be presented and discussed along with the
implications for gaze interaction in general.
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The Impact of Culture on Situation Awareness
Shatha Samman
Global Assessment
USA
To help represent, understand, and forecast socio-cultural behaviour differences, it is critical to examine the crosscultural variations in cognitive processing and the influence of SA development cross-culturally. The objective of this
paper is to examine the impact of culture on the development process and content of Situation Awareness (SA) from a
holistic approach focusing on the individual, team, and environment. It is proposed that- 1) there are social-cultural
influences on a) the development of and b) representative content of Situation Awareness (SA), 2) models that include
social-cultural influences on SA will be more effective at predicting individual and team behaviours (i.e. decision making
and communication), and 3) training and decision support tools driven by models that include social-cultural influences
on SA will be more effective. There are several factors that may influence the development and maintenance of SA,
including the individual, team, and/or environmental variables. Thus, it is critical to investigate SA development
variations cross-culturally from a micro, miso and macro perspective examining the individual and their cultural
background, the interaction of multinational teams, and the environmental spatial and temporal factors that may
influence SA development in terms of process and content.

The Ethics of Technology Development - A Human Factors Practitioners Perspective
Stefan Brandenburg
Technische Universität Berlin
Cognitive Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics
Germany
Most first world innovations are technology driven. Economical thoughts and thoughts on usability, user experience,
service design, etc. are considered in the technology development process. Yet ethics did not find their way into
everyday engineering despite many codes of conducts for engineers and developers. The Employee, Company and
Culture (ECC) framework helps to develop and disseminate evidence based ethical guidelines and methods. Being
adapted from philosophy, the ECC framework is a human factors perspective on the ethics of technology development.
It proposes three levels, the employee level, the company level and the cultural level. Each of these levels can directly
and indirectly influence the properties of a technology under development. A practical example illustrates the empirical
approach of the ECC. The analysis of 76 cases were employees (employee level) contacted the local ethics committee
(company level) for ethical guidance on their research and development process shows that: a) researchers and
developers miss easy-to-use guidelines and methods to avoid ethical traps and b) researchers and developers can hardly
communicate their projects without being firm in the ethical vocabulary. We propose specific countermeasures on the
employee level like checklists and best practice examples in the discussion.
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Teaching drivers where to look: identifying and prioritising potentially hazardous areas of the visual scene
Candida Castro, Andres Gugliotta, Pedro Garcia-Fernandez, Petya Ventsislavova, Eduardo Eisman & David Crundall
CIMCYC. Mind, Brain and Behaviour Research Centre
Department of Psychology
University of Granada
Spain
Video-Training Commentary improves Hazard Perception and Prediction in Driving. Firstly, 16 videos were used in the
pre-test session in its short version, cut to black just before the hazard appearance. The What Happens Next Assessment
(at the pre-test stage) generates expectations about the outcome of the traffic situation. Then, the training (8 min in
length) uses the complete version of the same 16 videos, revealing the hazards unfolding. It involves listening to a voice
with relevant information about where to allocate attention in the complex driving scene in order to recognise and
anticipate the hazard successfully. 121 participants were included in this study: learner, novice and experienced drivers,
including re-offender and non-offender drivers. The participants were divided into 2 groups: a trained and an untrained
group. Two assessment times were used: pre-test and post-test sessions. This training shows significant positive effects
for all types and groups of participants. Performance in gradual-onset hazard events can be improved after training but
also by practice; however this training is essential for training the ability to detect hazards that appear abruptly (which
seems to be difficult to improve just by practice).

Fusing Eye Tracking and Vehicle-based Data to Identify Drivers’ Lane Change Intents
Xiaohan Li, Felix Wilhelm Siebert, Matthias Rötting
Chair of Human-Machine Systems
Technische Universität Berlin
Germany
This study proposes a multivariate method of predicting driver lane change manoeuvres by linking driver state and
vehicle state data. The vehicle’s steering wheel and yaw angle, speed, and distance to other cars constitute the vehicle
state, while eye-tracking data represents the driver state. Driver and vehicle states are incorporated in a Bayesian
network to identify driver lane-changing intents. In this network, three layers are represented: vehicle layer, driver
layer, and a third decision making layer. To test our multivariate approach, a driving simulator study was conducted with
10 participants wearing eye-tracking glasses. The driving environment consisted of a two-lane motorway, with
surrounding traffic on both lanes and a computer controlled lead car. Participants were not instructed to take over, but
to follow the lead car as they would in real life driving. Through systematic deceleration of the lead car, all participants
initiated a lane change /takeover manoeuvre during the simulation drive. With the acquired data, driver lane-changing
probability time series were calculated using the proposed Bayesian network method using eye-tracking and vehicle
data. The results show that the Bayesian network with data fusion method performs better than using single
information to recognize driver intents.
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Drivers' response to abrupt and gradual automated driving failure
Genya Abe, Kenji Sato, Nobuyuki Uchida, Makoto Itoh
Japan Automobile Research Institute
Japan
As intelligence of technology is increased vehicle automation is becoming a reality. For the time being, it still is crucial
for human drivers to be able to appropriately resume control of the vehicle when the limits of system functioning are
reached. The aim of this study was to investigate effects of different methods of handing control back to drivers on
drivers' performance. A driving simulator with thirty-six participants was used for this. The following tree methods were
evaluated; ( Method A) handing all control of driving back to the drivers immediately after the limits of system
functioning were reached caused by heavy fog, (Method B) continuing automated driving at a less accurate level by
using facilities unaffected by heavy fog, (Method C) decreasing vehicle speeds in addition to Method B. As for the
methods B and method C, the system remained under automated control but lane keeping was less accurate,
manifesting itself in increased swerving eventually leading to lane departure. Results showed that compared to Method
A drivers could resume control safely and drive more smoothly with Method B and C. Potential implication on system
design of automated driving will be discussed in response to differences in the taking-over methods.

Steering only at low speeds – how do drivers cope with giving up longitudinal control?
Peter Cocron, Maria Kreusslein, Isabel Neumann, Philipp Lindner, Josef F. Krems
TU Chemnitz
Cognitive and Engineering Psychology
Germany
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) in combination with automation technology bear considerable potential in addressing
ecological and safety issues in road traffic. In our study we examined the driver interaction with a BEV featuring a
Wizard-Of-Oz that controlled acceleration and deceleration. We interviewed the participants and investigated driver
trust and comfort when interacting with the automation. As behavioural response we examined if and when drivers
utilized the brake to overrule the automation. Furthermore, we studied if such take over requests relate to personality
traits such as sensation seeking and locus of control. Forty drivers (19 female, 21 male) with an average age of 31 years
took part in the experiment. The study featured a within subject design with the factors manoeuvre (straight vs. curve),
the occurrence of pedestrians (pedestrian vs. no pedestrian) and automation level (baseline [no automation] vs.
automation 20 km/h vs. automation 35 km/h). In the accompanying interviews participants expressed interest and
sympathy for the automation technology, but also mentioned concerns related to the reliability of automated systems.
Initial findings indicate increasing stress levels at 35 km/h and higher subjective workload in curves. How braking
behaviour relates to personality traits will be discussed to infer recommendations for automated systems.
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Left- vs. Right-handed Users’ Performance Controlling Integrated Input Devices – Implications for
Automotive HMI
Michael Oehl, Julia Stein, Christine Sutter
Leuphana University Lüneburg
Germany
In modern technical environments we are confronted with tools transforming body movements into tool movements to
extend our own capacities (e.g., controlling centrally integrated input devices of an in-car HMI while driving), and to
enlarge or strengthen single parts of our body (e.g., using advanced driver assistance systems). However, tool use often
challenges the human information processing system. Especially, when spatial and/or spatial-temporal trajectories of
body and tool movements do not correspond, human movements become slow and inaccurate. This study investigated
the impact of handedness on simple and complex tool actions. In pointing and point-drag-drop tasks, right- and lefthanded users controlled the cursor with a movement- or force-controlled input device (touchpad vs. trackpoint). In both
tasks response times, but not errors increased for trackpoint compared with touchpad use. Any performance
differences between left- and right-handed users in general were not observed, but an interaction with handedness in
action. Right-handed users’ response times were higher for their non-dominant hand, especially in complex point-dragdrop tasks. For left-handed users no performance difference between their dominant and non-dominant hand was
observed. More pronounced practice effects appeared for right-handed users. Implications for applied issues, e.g.,
automotive HMI, and for further research will be discussed.

Safety Evaluation of ADAS as Human-Machine Systems
Keisuke Suzuki
Department of Intelligent Mechanical Systems Engineering
Kagawa University
Japan
It has been debated if the risk of rear-end collisions of a vehicle will increase when a vehicle is driven with the help of
multiple driver assistance systems. For example, the risk may increase due to the low attentiveness of a driver who may
excessively depend on the assistance systems. We propose an evaluation methodology to analyse the safety level of
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) as a human–machine system in terms of comparing the increase in the
safety level during normal system operation and the decrease in the safety level during a system malfunction. We
propose a concept of combined error for the human–machine system and quantify this combined error by driving
simulator investigations and simulation studies. First, we investigated the drivers’ behaviour when avoiding rear-end
collisions with a preceding vehicle when equipped with ACC and LKA. Then, we confirmed that the risk of collision
induced by overdependence on the systems was not increased using simulation studies based on the concept of
combined error for the human–machine system. We also confirmed that the decrease in collisions when the ADASs
operated appropriately was much larger than the increase in collisions during a system malfunction.
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What makes human-computer speech-interaction pleasant?
Alexander Liebing, Mark Vollrath
Technische Universität Braunschweig
Institut of Psychology, Dept. of Engineering & Traffic Psychology
Germany
Speech-Interaction is finding its way into new technologies. It can be used to control smartphones and is also found in
today’s cars. These devices can be helpful but are often also difficult to use. Highly complex situations such as driving
demand well-designed speech-interaction to lead to more safety and comfort. Especially older drivers who are reluctant
to use new technologies might profit from a well-designed speech-interaction. We conducted a study with n=36 older
drivers (65+ years of age) to explore situations where they would use speech-interaction while driving. We created
different situations in a driving simulator in which the car pro-actively interacted with the driver. In a second part we
had the drivers talk through a route-changing or call-making dialogue to examine how to improve the quality and
acceptance of the speech-interaction. We therefore modulated the cars voice in terms of fundamental frequency and
the car giving human-like feedback (“aha”, “mmh”). The results showed that situations were well-accepted by the older
drivers which fit to their typical driving situations. Furthermore a voice with lower fundamental frequency was more
accepted. Thus, the design of non-verbal features seems important to improve speech-interaction. Other possibilities to
further improve these aspects are discussed.

Effectiveness of Warning Systems - Timing and Intensity
Matthias Powelleit, Mark Vollrath
Technische Universität Braunschweig
Institut of Psychology, Dept. of Engineering & Traffic Psychology
Germany
Warning systems can prevent accidents by supporting the driver in critical situations. However, it is not fully clear to
which extent such systems really induce better driver reactions. At the same time, existing literature shows that
warnings might disturb, distract or startle the driver. This study (n=54) used a driving simulator to investigate potentially
negative effects of the warning intensity and timing. The warning system was designed to match the capabilities of
current sensor technology. The results showed that timing is a crucial factor for the effectiveness of warnings. Only if
the warning was given at least simultaneously to the critical event (earliest condition) the driver reaction improved. In
this condition the low intensity warning produced slightly better results than the high intensity warning. Later warnings
showed no significant effects. Negative effects occurred in the form of distraction by the visual warning and reaction to
false alarms. This study shows that even well-designed warnings may be ineffective or detrimental to traffic safety. One
solution is to find use cases where systems are able to warn the driver before he is able to detect the critical event by
himself. Other factors like the goal of the warning and modality are discussed.
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Reliability of low-resolution eyetracking systems in cognitive performance tasks
Alexander Sievert
German Sport University Cologne
Marco M. Nitzschner, Alexander Witzki
Central Institute of the Federal Armed Forces Medical Services Koblenz
German Air Force Centre of Aerospace Medicine
Germany
Eyetracking experiments contribute a major share in human computer interaction (HCI) research. For example, eye
movements are important indicators for attention, information processing, and cognitive state. Oculomotor activity is
captured with high-resolution eyetracking systems which are quite expensive and hence not affordable for everyone.
Moreover, high-resolution systems require special/specific hard- and software. However, affordable and practical
systems are needed especially for applied research in mobile HCI. As a first step towards such systems, the present
study aims at examining the reliability/validity of data from low-resolution devices by comparing data of a tablemounted low-resolution SmartEye®Pro eyetracking system with an electrooculogram. Gaze patterns of twenty
participants were recorded while performing a visual reaction and a surveillance task. Statistical analyses showed high
consistency between both measurement systems for all recorded gazing parameters. These results indicate that data
from low-resolution eyetrackers is sufficient to derive performance related oculomotor parameters and low-resolution
eyetracking solutions are a viable alternative for applied and/or mobile HCI Research.

Comparing Linear-Causal and Systemic Thinking in Military Aviation Accident Reports
Marco M. Nitzschner, Michael Stein
German Air Force Centre of Aerospace Medicine
Germany
Analysing flight accidents clearly is an important method for maintaining and improving safety in the aviation domain.
Nevertheless, supervising these accident reports is equally important. However, supervising-oriented analyses seem to
be generally neglected especially in the military aviation domain. Since such military reports are often classified, this is
hardly surprising. The goal of the current study was to start bridging that gap while focusing on thinking patterns of the
psychological aviation accident investigators. Therefore we managed to obtain permission for conducting a content
analysis for 42 psychological military aviation accident reports of the German Air Force from the years 1994-2014.
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test indicated linear-causal driven thinking was found significantly higher than systemic
thinking, Z = -4.61, p < .01. Thus, there still seems to be the tendency that accidents are viewed as sequential, linear
events, whereas the complexity of high reliability organizations requires a more systematic, holistic view.
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Communication between control room and field operators in the process industries
Lena Riese, Janik Dostert, Rebekka Hoffmann, Johannes Pfeffer, Leon Urbas, Romy Müller
Technische Universität Dresden
Institute for Psychology III
Germany
In the process industries, non-routine tasks such as fault diagnosis require cooperative problem-solving. These activities
are characterized by intense communications between remote partners with different roles and access to different
kinds of information. To investigate the potential for technical support, the present study asked how remote
communication currently is accomplished. Five interviews were conducted with control room operators and field
operators to elicit specific problem-solving scenarios with regard to (1) the necessity to communicate, (2) the
information required, (3) current means of communication and (4) the operators’ attitudes towards technical support
by means of visual information. Results indicate that when both partners need to rely on the other’s actions during
cooperative problem-solving, the available information only partly overlaps, making communication mandatory.
Interestingly, interviewees gave contradictory information about whether standard situations without the need for
communication even existed. The course of action was often agreed upon beforehand in the control room, reducing the
need for subsequent communication. The suggestion to provide additional visual information raised concerns about
potential overload and decreases in explicit communication, thus highlighting the need for adequately designed
systems. The present results provide a basis for future research on mobile technologies to support cooperative
problem-solving.

Changes in mobility and cognition around retirement age – protocol for a longitudinal study
Tineke de Haan, Anselm Fuermaier, Dick de Waard, Monicque Lorist
University of Groningen
Department of Psychology
The Netherlands
In the elderly population car usage is known to decrease and being mobile becomes more of a challenge. Considering
that reduced mobility can lead to isolation and depression, it is important to know how mobility changes over time in
the elderly population. Additionally, gaining insight in underlying causes of mobility change may support the
development of strategies to sustain mobility and thereby well-being. The present project is at the crossroads of traffic
psychology, neuropsychology and experimental psychology. The aim is to examine relations between mobility, cognitive
functioning and brain structure by means of a longitudinal study. During the study participants around retirement age
will be followed for 3 years with annual assessments. This life phase is of particular interest since it is accompanied by
numerous changes, for example taking up new activities and no longer travelling to work on a daily basis. Assessments
include measures of objective test performance (e.g., performance in a driving simulator and tasks on aspects of
attention and memory), self-reported functioning (e.g., questionnaires on depression and mobility) and structural
Magnetic Resonance Imaging scans to assess structural brain characteristics. By combining this data we aim to enhance
our understanding of mobility change and its underlying factors.
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Exercise in the workplace may prevent/control musculoskeletal disorders and diseases?
Tiziana Paola Baccolo, Maria Rosaria Marchetti, Francesco Draicchio
INAIL, Italian Workers’ Compensation Authority
Department of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, Epidemiology and Hygiene
Rome
Italy
In ISO 11228-1 Standard, used for manual handling risk assessment, is considered an increase in the "reference mass"
for workers who have carried out a special exercise program. This increase is justified considering that specific exercise
programs for the muscles of the spine and shoulder reduce the susceptibility to injury. It was examined the literature
that assessed the effects of exercise done in the workplace for prevention or rehabilitation. Literature indicates
different levels of load, frequency and duration of physical exercise. According to some studies, exercises with intensity
of 70-85% of the test "1-repetition maximum tests" (1RM), carried out for 20 minutes three times a week in the
workplace, have reduced the disorders and diseases of the shoulders, wrists and cervical, dorsal and lumbar
spine. However there is no consensus among the authors on the total duration and frequency of the most effective
exercises in prevention and control musculo-skeletal disorders. Regular exercise performed in the workplace can
improve muscle tone, reflexes and mental and physical performance. Regular exercise is also able to improve the
control of disorders and diseases of the musculoskeletal system.

User-Centred Design in Health Care: Design and Testing of a new Dosing Cup for Liquid Medication
Marcella Makowski, Michael Minge, Manfred Thüring
Fachgebiet Kognitionspsychologie und Kognitive Ergonomie
Technische Universität Berlin
Germany
Prior studies have found that dosing errors occur frequently when using dosing cups to dispense liquid medication. This
project aims at determining which design features of such cups support users to administer liquid medication easily and
correctly. A user-centred design approach with regard to medical standards was followed to address this issue. Task and
risk analyses were performed followed by an ethnographic study in which users were observed while working with
various types of dosing cups. Results were used to create first design solutions and to conduct an expert brainstorming
to identify essential design features. Based on the results, two prototypes were developed and evaluated in an expert
review. Finally, the better design was compared to three existing cups in an experimental study in which each
participant had to decant small, medium and high volumes of liquid. The cups were tested for accuracy, user
experience, advantages, disadvantages and overall acceptance. Results show that specific design features can help to
improve dosing accuracy and user acceptance. Those features in combination with instructions for use constitute the
final results of our project.
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Designing and testing medical alarms in support of a global standard
Judy Edworthy. Scott Reid, Sine McDougall, Jonathan Edworthy, Stephanie Hall
School of Psychology, Plymouth University
Plymouth, Devon PL4 8AA
United Kingdom
The audible alarms currently supporting a global standard for electrotechnical medical equipment, IEC 60601-1-8, have
been known for some time to be less than optimal and it is generally acknowledged that the alarms require updating.
Through the ISO alarms joint working group and the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (a US
trust), the authors have designed and tested several sets of audible alarms intended to represent the six specific
functions (Oxygen, Ventiation, Temperature, Cardiovascular, Drug administration and Artificial Perfusion) as well as a
Power down, General, Medium and Low priority situations. The sets designed demonstrate different principles in order
to render the sounds memorable: One is based on word rhythms, one is based on simple metaphor and two are based
on the use of auditory icons (real-world sounds intended to represent the functions). The sets were tested for
learnability and localizability, and all sets significantly outperformed the current IEC alarms. The auditory icons
performed best overall and have been designated as the preferred set for further testing. The paper describes these
results and introduces the next phase of the work, which will include testing the alarms in clinical situations and
optimising the auditory icons which will be used.

Development of Modular Training Stations for Maritime Mass Rescue Simulations
Max Bernhagen, Patrick Rossner, Angelika C. Bullinger
Technische Universität Chemnitz, Chair for Ergonomics and Innovation Management
Germany
Maritime mass rescue operations occur rarely but need to be handled with great caution. In order to achieve the best
possible coordination of on-scene units, authorities train search and rescue (SAR) as well as communication procedures
within international organisations. Today, each authority involved in SAR trains with stand-alone simulator solutions.
Practice with an interconnected set of simulators that are linked to a central instruction centre hence promises gains.
Static simulators should be supplemented by mobile, multi-functional operation stations (MOS), able to simulate a
bridge, helicopter, or rescue centre workplace. As the use cases are rather different, the design of the MOS is
challenging. Realistic workload levels need to be represented without creating tailored and highly immersive
environments. However, all necessary control and display elements need to be available for training. In order to achieve
these goals, a human-centred design process has been applied to develop the MOS. Design solutions were evaluated
using 15 semi structured interviews. Therefore, telephone interviews with lead users based on virtual prototypes were
executed. Results indicate that the bridge and helicopter model seem sufficient, whereas improvements for the rescue
centre model regarding the placement of display and control elements were indicated.
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Opportunities for Standing Up: Combating the Sedentary Workplace through Contextual Design
Diana Löffler, Birgit Wallmann-Sperlich, Juri Wan, Jennifer Knött, Anna Vogel, Tobias Grundgeiger
Würzburg University
Germany
Many occupations require workers to perform most of their daily tasks sitting down, spending up to two thirds of their
workday engaged in sedentary work (Huysmans et al., 2015). Prolonged sitting during work, transport and leisure time
has been shown to increase the risk for premature death (Dunstan et al., 2010). Complementing the mostly quantitative
research done in the field, we followed a contextual design process to identify environmental, motivational and social
factors that contribute to and interrupt sedentary behaviour. Data from full-day work observations of 10 desk-based
office workers in individual, shared and open-plan offices revealed detailed qualitative data about the workers’ tacit
knowledge about their own habits and believes, as well as their surrounding physical workplace layout that promotes
prolonged sitting. Based on this, we developed simple and low-cost design ideas and suggestions that can be easily
implemented in the workplace environment and create more opportunities for standing up. For example, distributing
frequently used objects and reducing the attractiveness of sitting are simple means to interrupt and decrease long
periods of sedentary work. Selected design ideas were further tested in a subsequent field study.

The relationship between Emotional Competencies and Situation Awareness during simulated emergency
care: an exploratory study
Anthony Vacher, Leonore Bourgeon, Mourad Bensalah, Jean-Claude Ardouin, Bruno Debien
IRBA
France
In health care, and particularly during emergency care, Situation Awareness (SA) is a critical factor, as information about
the patient’s state may be unknown or uncertain. Several case studies have shown that physicians may focus on
developing an etiological diagnosis in order to understand the causes of symptoms rather than directly manage vital
functions. Some studies have highlighted the positive impact of physicians’ emotional competencies (EC) on the quality
of care. The aim of this study was to determine if a relationship between EC and SA could be observed.
Twenty-one residents participated in a simulation study. EC was evaluated by the Trait Emotional Intelligence
Questionnaire. A nurse and a nurse-assistant were both accomplices in the experiment, where an intubated patient
suddenly presented acute respiratory failure due to ventilator break-down. SA was indirectly evaluated by the time
between the ventilator break-down and manual ventilation, and through an analysis of verbal exchanges.
Results showed that residents with high EC scores performed manual ventilation faster than residents with low EC
scores. This result confirms the positive impact of EC on the quality of SA during emergency care. The analysis of verbal
exchanges is ongoing, and the findings will be presented at the Congress.
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“Turn Left After The Heater”: Landmark Navigation For Visually Impaired Users
Robert Tscharn, Tom Außenhofer, Dimitri Reißler
University of Würzburg, Chair of Psychologic Ergonomics
Germany
Indoor-navigation is a challenging task for visually impaired people. First exploratory studies showed that the iBeacon
standard as a low-cost localization technology has high potential for improving autonomy of visually impaired people
(Ruffa, 2015). However, the limited accuracy of this approach can lead to fatal errors and frustration amongst users. The
here presented work aims at supplementing navigation commands by contextual information such as sudden changes in
the surface structure or heaters. Based on requirements gathered during a user-centred design process with five visually
impaired participants, an accessible application with iBeacon-based localization was developed allowing for navigation
with or without contextual information (e.g., “turn left in 10 meters after the surface changes from stone to carpet” vs.
“turn left in 10 meters”). In a first evaluation, eleven visually impaired participants rated their user experience (e.g.
pragmatic quality, hedonic quality) of these two versions and a baseline (only prior instruction) during an indoornavigation task. Results confirmed the hypothesis that the negative effect of an inaccurate localization on the user
experience can at least partially be reverted by context information and that multimodal perceivable reference points
along the path provide valuable and usable information during indoor-navigation for visually impaired people.

Cyclists’ Acceptance of Technologies Aimed to Improve Safety: A Cluster Analysis
Víctor Marín Puchades, Marco de Angelis, Federico Fraboni, Luca Pietrantoni, Gabriele Prati
University of Bologna
Italy
Cyclists are considered Vulnerable Road Users due to their defencelessness relative to big vehicles (i.e., cars or lorries)
and their disproportionate share of road fatalities. Thus, several companies are developing on-bike technologies aimed
to increase cycling safety. For these technologies to meet their purpose, they first need to be accepted by the end user.
This study examines cyclist’s intention to use different new technologies comprising visual and haptic HMIs for cyclists
and visual ones for surrounding road users. We administered a questionnaire to 251 participants measuring their
intention to use each one of the systems, previous crash experiences, socio-demographic characteristics and perception
of their own cycling skills. We ran Cluster Analysis to identify profiles of potential end users, as well as their more
prominent characteristics. Results will be presented in detail at the conference. Findings from this study can inform
technology producers about the characteristics of their potential buyers, therefore, being key in the process of
implementation and marketing of new devices.
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Cyclists Traffic Light HMI and Red Light Behaviour: An Observational Study in Italy
Federico Fraboni, Marco de Angelis, Víctor Marín Puchades, Luca Pietrantoni, Gabriele Prati
University of Bologna
Italy
More than 30% of cyclist fatalities in Europe take place at intersections. Moreover, previous studies have identified
cyclists’ violations as a factor accounting for a disproportionate amount of accidents in comparison to their occurrence.
This study examines road characteristics and human factors associated with skipping red traffic lights. We conducted an
observational study in the city of Bologna (N=1381) in which we recorded data regarding cyclists’ traffic light behaviours
(i.e.: law obeying, opportunistic or risk-taking) at four intersections, three with cyclists traffic light HMI and
infrastructure, and one without any of these characteristics. We also collected data on traffic light waiting time, gender,
age, use of mobile phone devices, and social behaviours (i.e., social pressure and herding behaviour). Results showed
differences in cyclists behaviours associated with both infrastructure and cyclist characteristics. They will be addressed
in detail at the conference. Findings from this study have implications for policy- and decision-makers, as well as for
road safety education programs.

Electromyographic and kinematic parameters moving patients with overhead and floor lifts
Francesco Draicchio, Giorgia Chini, Alessio Silvetti and Alberto Ranavolo
Laboratorio di Ergonomia e Fisiologia, INAIL
Italy
Use of mechanical patient lifting devices has already been proved to reduce the risk of caregiver injury during patient
transfers. Despite these evidences, although health facilities were equipped with mechanical lifting devices, nowadays
this equipment is still underused in the working environment. Moreover, not all mechanical lift devices reduce loads on
a caregiver’s body in the same way. A number of biomechanical studies have shown that the use of floor lifts results in
higher loads on the caregiver than overhead lifts. Aim of the study is to compare sEMG activities and kinematic
parameters between overhead lift devices vs. floor lift devices while handling a 85 Kg surrogated patient from the bed
to the wheelchair by a single caregiver. We computed ARV for left and right erector spinae and abdominis superior.
Markers for kinematic analysis were placed over the following landmarks: sacrum, C7, and over left and right posterior
iliac spine and acromion. Trunk flexion and torsion were than computed. Use of overhead lifts resulted in significantly
lower ARV values than floor lifts and confirms data from previous studies.
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A review of non-driving-related tasks used in studies on automated driving
Frederik Naujoks, Dennis Befelein, Alexandra Neukum
Center for Traffic Sciences (IZVW), University of Würzburg
Röntgenring 11, 97070 Würzburg
Germany
Conditionally automated driving reliefs the driver from manually controlling the vehicle and continuous monitoring of
the driving situation. Driving time can thus be used for non-driving-related activities, however, the driver still has to be
ready to take over manual vehicle control occasionally. Therefore, driving performance during take-over situations has
received considerable interest and a large variety of different non-driving-related tasks (NDT) has been investigated. In
this paper, over fifty empirical studies are reviewed regarding the type of NDT that has been used. It is argued that NDTs
can impede the transition from automated to manual driving by (1) decreasing the readiness to respond to the driving
situation (e.g., drowsiness induced by NDT), (2) decreasing the ability to notice and interpret take-over requests (e.g.,
cognitive or visual workload induced by NDT) or by (3) making it difficult to re-establish contact with steering wheel and
pedals. However, most of the reviewed NDTs, such as the use of purely cognitive tasks, do not fully cover these aspects.
Thus, an overview about most relevant dimensions of NDTs is provided that should be considered in forthcoming
empirical studies.

How do naturalistic non-driving-related tasks influence take-over time and quality during conditionally
automated driving?
Dennis Befelein, Frederik Naujoks, Alexandra Neukum
Center for Traffic Sciences (IZVW), University of Würzburg
Röntgenring 11, 97070 Würzburg
Germany
During conditionally automated driving there is no need for continuous monitoring while the automated driving
function carries out vehicle control (SAE Level 3). Nevertheless, taking over manual control will be necessary in case of
system limits. Driver performance during such take-over situations has mainly been investigated using either simple,
standardized non-driving- related tasks (e.g., n-back) or only one secondary activity. However, during conditionally
automated driving, performing complex, naturalistic NDTs is possible, which necessities further research in this area.
The current study investigated driver performance in case of a system failure (automated vehicle guidance is
discontinued because of a system failure before a curve) as a function of four different naturalistic NDTs: Watching the
news on a tablet (Video), manual search task behind the co-driver’s seat (Backseat), playing a video game on a tablet
(Tetris), mental arithmetic tasks (Calculation) and watching the scenery (Baseline). Take-over time and quality were both
influenced by the type of secondary activity. Characteristics of the naturalistic NDT, such as the need to take both hands
off the steering wheel, the need to turn to the back seat or the degree of subjective task involvement are explored and
their influence on take-over time and quality is analysed.
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A Study of Driver Status Estimation by Analysing Deviation of Steering Angular Frequency
Kazuya Itoh, Kenji Tanaka
University of Electro-Communications
Japan
For the purpose of safe automobile driving, it is important to develop a voice recognition system for stable driving
performance and for indicating risk factors using localization of sound in order to reduce the driver's reaction time. A
test of a driver's response time to a stimulus showed that the auditory stimulus response time is possibly increased
during complex voice-operated tasks. Also, this test showed that the auditory stimulus response time increased more
with a smartphone-based navigation system with free voice command tasks than with the in-vehicle navigation system.
Also, the driver’s visual stimulus response time is related to the standard deviation of the steering wheel angle, and the
auditory stimulus response time is related to the standard deviation of the steering wheel basic angular frequency.
Therefore, the driver status for operating an in-vehicle system is estimated by analysing the standard deviation of the
steering wheel angle and that of the steering wheel basic angular frequency.

Recall across Tasks: Finding the Mechanism of Dual-Task Interference
Samantha Epling, William (Deak) Helton
Psychology Department
University of Canterbury
New Zealand
Cognitive Resource Theory explains that performance deteriorates when two tasks are done simultaneously, due to a
limited supply of mental resources. The Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) proposes that the more similar the tasks on
certain parameters (stage of processing, sensory modality, code of processing, and focal versus ambient vision), the
more interference and performance decline will occur. Military missions, firefighting, and search and rescue operations
often present multiple high-risk cognitive and physical demands, with limited insight into how those tasks interfere. We
present the results of a series of dual-task studies where a word recall task is held constant across a variety of mental
and physical tasks (e.g., vigilance, tracking, climbing, running, etc.). The results lend support to the MRT, and also
emphasize that certain tasks (e.g., climbing) require deeper and more varied cognitive resources than may appear on
the surface. Based on these results, we suggest a more thorough investigation, utilizing this dual-task paradigm, of the
mental demand in concurrent tasks required of the professionals listed above. This knowledge can be used to tailor the
modality and timing of certain demands for minimal interference, and to know when and how to provide aid when
modification is not feasible.
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Prerequisites of a haptic rating method for continuous appraisals in dynamic stimulus settings of humanmachine systems
Fares Wallis, Felix Siebert, Friederich Müller
Technische Universität Dresden
Germany
In this study we tested requirements of a continuous lever-based haptic rating method for the collection of appraisals in
human-machine interfaces. Experimental settings with dynamically changing stimuli often require a continuous rating
method to acquire appraisal ratings of a user. For these settings, Wolfgang Vehrs introduced a bi-directional haptic lever
for the non-verbal rating of valence. In his studies, Vehrs used the lever’s middle position, accentuated by a mechanical
centring mechanism, as the starting point for every appraisal. Due to this study design, Vehrs’ initial lever evaluation
study does not allow for a truly continuous haptic rating, since participants always returned the lever to the middle
position after each rating. In our study, we instructed participants to rate stimuli without re-centring the lever, in order
to investigate if a continuous rating of stimuli with the lever are possible. A second group was asked to re-centre the
lever between trials, replicating Vehrs’ earlier study. Our analysis revealed no systematic delay in continuous and noncontinuous ratings. Results further show that continuous ratings do not differ in their accuracy from non-continuous
ratings. Due to these results the use of the “Vehrs-Lever” in various experimental settings with a non-haptic primary
task is feasible.

Eye tracking based analysis of cognitive load related to work with computer
Joanna Kamińska, Danuta Roman-Liu
Central Institute for Labour Protection - National Research Institute
Poland
The main goal of the presentation was to compare cognitive load related to work with tablet and desktop monitor.
Participants performed tasks on solving Sudoku on 10” tablet and PC with 22” monitor. The cognitive load assessment
was based on eye tracking measurements and subjective questionnaires answers (concerning with MSD and eye
fatigue). Comparing the results obtained before and after simulation of work noted e.g. significant reduction of fixation
count and fixation frequency (p <0.01 for both: work with tablet and monitor) and increased fixation duration average
(p <0.01 for both variants). It indicates that work with both desktop monitor and tablet causes cognitive load.
Furthermore objective result obtained with eye tracker as well as subjectively assessed musculoskeletal and eye fatigue
showed that there is higher load after work with desktop monitor then with tablet. Results of study suggest that in case
of fatigue assessment based on parameters of eye-tracking should be analysed rather as relative then absolute values.
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The use of the EMG signal parameters to assess muscle fatigue during repetitive work
Patrycja Łach
Central Institute for Labour Protection - National Research Institute
Poland
The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of individual work tasks that make up the cycle of repetitive task during
work in respect to the load of the upper limb. The study identified work tasks that cause the highest workload and
during which appears the largest increase of the parameters appointed using wavelet transform, in the time-frequency
domain, frequency domain and time domain. An assembly workstation was used in this study. Electromyographic
activity of selected muscles of dominant and nondominant upper limb i.e. biceps brachii muscle, anterior deltoid, flexor
carpi ulnaris and trapezius was recorded. The assessment of workload was performed twice, at the beginning of the
work shift and at the and. The evaluation was conducted on the basis of the parameters indicating fatigue i.e.
Instantaneous Mean Frequency (IMNF), Mean Power Frequency (MPF), Median Frequency (MF) and Root Mean Square
(RMS). Analysis of the load using the EMG in the repetitive task during work showed a high workload, which could cause
a high risk of musculoskeletal disorders. The study allowed to define which tasks of work cycle cause the highest load on
the muscles and which muscles are at the highest risk of excessive workload of repeatable work.

Trust in Automated Driving - The Influence of System Characteristics on Trust in an Automated Vehicle
Amelie Stephan
Berlin Institute of Technology, Department of Psychology and Ergonomics, Berlin
Volkswagen Group, Division Group Research, Department of HMI for driving and assistance, Wolfsburg, Germany
The objective of this work is to identify influencing factors of trust in highly automated vehicles.
To succeed in the effort of increasing overall road safety and releasing the driver from the burden of manual driving in
stressful traffic situations, drivers have to dare using the unknown automated driving technology. This work investigates
how human trust development depends on relevant characteristics of the system and its performance.
To this end, a user study was conducted in a simulated environment using a mockup vehicle with automated driving
functionality. During eight highway scenarios, 72 participants (35 female, 37 male) with different levels of system
experience (first between subjects factor) had the possibility to test and evaluate this functionality with two dedicated
interface concepts (second between subjects factor). Their levels of trust in the automated driving system as well as
their assessments of the system’s performance were collected for each drive. Data analysis revealed a significant
correlation of the factor perceived performance with trust in an automated vehicle. No significant influence could be
found for the factors interface and level of system experience.
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